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The Bill Casey Memorial Fund annually awards $100.00 to the author of
the best article, story, or poem appearing in each volume of San Jose
Studies. Friends and relatives of Bill Casey, a faculty member at San Jose
State University from 1962 to 1966, established the fund at his death to
encourage creative writing and scholarship. The recipient of each award
is selected by the Committee of Trustees of San Jose Studies.
The Bill Casey A ward in Letters for 1985
has been presented to
Virginia de Araujo
for her poems in the fall issue:
"Snake"
"Because beauty mattered . .."
"Waterchild"
"Dorothy"
"Recruit"
"Camp Coward"
"On the Refugee Train to Recife"
The Committee of Trustees also awarded a one-year subscription to San
Jose Studies to the author of the best work (exclusive of the Bill Casey
award) published in the categories of (1) poetry, (2) fiction, and (3) articles.
The 1985 recipients of these awards are:
Poetry

Linda Lerner for her poems in the spring issue.

Fiction

Eliane Marie Roe for her short story "The Beekeeper's
Wife" in the spring issue.

Essay

Julie H. Wosk for her article "The Distancing Effect of
Technology in Twentieth Century Poetry and Painting"
in the spring issue.

Willialll Jallles and
the ''Weightless'' Nature
of Modern Existence

George Cotkin

B

Y the close of the 19th century, American and European bourgeois
culture had fallen into a "weightless" period, one marked by a
"corrosive ennui," a noticeable lack of moral and personal vigor. In
America, the once characteristic will and energy had stifled in the iron
cage of a bureaucratized and standardized economy, and the individual
had given way to the institution. Americans now sought to replace their
dull existences with intense experience and personal fulfillment. As
Jackson Lears ably demonstrates, these bourgeois Americans turned, in
part as a means of escape, to a medley of cultural palliatives: medievalism,
arts and crafts, Eastern mysticism, and the martial spirit. 1
Psychologist and philosopher William James also found modern
America flat, without challenges and marked by an ease of living that
could only evoke deep groans of boredom. In an 1898 essay, "What
Makes a Life Significant," James offered his recollections of a week spent
at the Chautauqua, that middle-class citadel of polite assumptions, culture, and education. He said he was overcome with ennui while h e
existed within the carefully defined boundaries of the Chautauqua,
resonant with edifying and self-satisfying homilies. The Chautauqua was
a perfect metaphor for the pervasive and numbing ease of modern existence. To upset the stultifying "tedium vitae" of this middle-class paradise,
James, in his wonderfully mocking fashion, said he privately prayed for
something "primordial and savage," even to the point of "the flash of a

The author wishes to thank the Houghton Library, Harvard University, and
Alexander James for permission to quote from the James Family Papers.
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pistol, a dagger . .. a crim~, murder, rape, elopement, anything would
do." 2
James's desire for the "p ~imordial and savage" had a structural affinity
to the calls for a strenuom life issued by his contemporaries Theodore
Roosevelt, David G . PhillifS, and other Progressive Era intellectuals. All
were responding to what they perceived to be the need for concerted
activity in an increasingly closed world. The Jamesian conception of a
strenuous life, however, e>:uded less chauvinism; calls for imperialistic
conquest were absent, the sword was to remain sheathed. Yet all shared a
common cultural desire fo e "real experience." James's own life-history
helped to shape the contours of his particular vision of the strenuous life.
In part, he formulated hi:; pragmatic, activist philosophy as both a
response to a personal condition of vocational weightlessness and as a
significant philosophical mediation of the impasse between empiricism
and rationalism, science and religion, the tough and the tender-minded.
Jamesian pragmatism was a philosophical Declaration of Independence,
a clarion call for directed action against all deterministic systems of
philosophy, which tended to compromise the activist and open-minded
components of life.3
fhe Heroic Life

The problems and possibilities of the heroic life of action were
explicitly considered by Jam es in three essays: "On Some Mental Effects
of the Earthquake" (1906), "The Energies of Men" (1907), and "The
Moral Equivalent of War" (1910) .4
As will be apparent, James :arne perilously close to espousing wars and
earthquakes for their positive contributions in helping to release human
energies. Such events were quick fixes for the tedium of everyday life. He
did emphasize, in "The Energies of Men," the shortlived nature of intense
experiences. But in the essay on war, his enthusiasm for valor and action
seemed to overwhelm his arguments for a reasoned rechanneling of
energies. In "The Energies of Men," James fully defined the scope of the
problem and offered some initial suggestions for overcoming what he
saw as the pervasive lack of will afflicting Americans. In the essay on war,
he enthusiastically detailed the tenacity and heroism of the bellicose in
human nature but suggestt~d a form of conscious sublimation of
instinctual drives as the profer solution:
Most interestingly, in the l£·ast well known of the essays, James drew
upon his vivid, first-hand exp ~rience of the San Francisco earthquake to
pen a paean to the energies ·Jf m en that the tremors had called forth .
Close analysis of this essay reveals that James worked himself into a
dilemma, one that he later in the war essay just managed to avoid. For
James seemed to celebrate an ·~nvironmental catastrophe of vast propor-
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tions as the most effective stimulus for evoking heroic behavior in the
general population. 5
"The Energies of Men" opens with James stating the obvious. We are
all, he reminded his audience, "familiar with the phenomenon of feeling
more or less alive on different days." The lower ebbs of feeling concerned
him less than the high tides, the "reservoirs of energy" or "second wind."
These reservoirs were readily summoned by the vicissitudes of life: new
responsibilities, wars and shipwrecks. In a theme that would receive
fuller explication in "The Moral Equivalent of War," James illustrated how
wartime exigencies demanded and received the highest levels of energy
from combatants. While wars were efficacious miners of the buried
powers of the will, they were also problematic not only because of their
destructive potential but also because they acted "discontinuously" and
eventually allowed "the shallow levels of life" to return. 6
The will or reserves of energy, James found, could be developed best,
in form if not in content, through "methodical ascetic discipline." Here he
alluded briefly to some of the themes he had already developed in The
Varieties of Religious Experience (1902) . Through rigorous control and
discipline, "twice-born" souls such as Ignatius of Loyola had learned that
a "Strenuous Mood" helps one face the rigors of life and beliefs.7 Unfortunately perhaps, in the modern world, a universe where the threatening
God of old had been banished and the doctrines of divine retribution all
but forgotten, the old-time religious zeal no longer appeared able to free
up the energies of men. Instead, James discussed the techniques of yoga
and "mind cures," such as those offered by Christian Science and New
Thought, as the vehicles to carry bourgeois America toward a "healthyminded and optimistic" response to life. He detailed the yoga regimen
and said that it had resulted in markedly improving the physical and
mental health of a friend.
But James was unprepared at this time to prescribe yoga or other forms
of mental and physical discipline. More study was necessary. What was
required, he stated, was a "topographic survey . .. of the limits of human
power in every conceivable direction." Only then might we truly uncover
the "means of unlocking" and "getting at" our untapped reservoirs of
energy. 8
Instinctual Roots

From 1904 until 1910, James returned again and again to the nagging
speculation that our deepest sources of energy had instinctual roots and
were most readily displayed in the theatre of war. The task he set for himself in "The Moral Equivalent of War" was twofold: to admit the strength
and efficacy of men's bellicose drives and then to channel their energy
into more civilized pursuits.
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Unlike many of his pacifist comrades, who preferred to interpret wars
as aberrations soon to be swept away by the forces of reason and
progress, James found in war:>a convenient means for human beings to
play out their instinctual energies. Rather than sternly condemning these
primitive drives as many might, he enumerated their salutary effects. The
thrill of war energized its participants, calling forth heroic activities; war
smashed the routine and illurr.inated the real in life. "War is the strong life;
it is life in extremis." War gaw solidity to the "weightless" conditions of
modern culture. In contrast to the genteel and serene life of the
Chautauqua, militarism had, for James, much to recommend it:
Militarism is the great preserver of our ideals of hardihood,
and human life without hardihood would be contemptible.
Without risks or prizes for the darer, history would be insipid
indeed; and there is a type of military character which
everyone feels that the tace should never cease to break, for
everyone is sensitive to its superiority.
Moreover, James found that war-like postures actually aided in the
civilizing process by neces~ . itating discipline and cooperation, the
desiderata of the modern worl:i. 9
While James made a remarkably strong case for the bellicose temper,
he retreated from an endorsement. As a good and sturdy pacifist, he was
genuinely appalled by the imperial spirit of war, its bloodletting, wastefulness, and inhumanity. Hence his deep and impassioned opposition to
the Spanish-American War and concomitant imperialism in the
Philippines and Cuba. But he remained troubled by the undeniable
appeal of warlike sentiments and actions. His solution was to devise ways
of properly channeling the d ~ eply ingrained and useful bellicosity of
human beings, of diverting it!; instinctual powers and energies toward
more personally satisfying, cooperatively based, and socially valuable
enterprises.
Universal Conscription

James's solutions are hurried and appear as flaccid after-thoughts to his
impassioned descriptions of the valor brought forth by conflict; in sober
tones he called for universal conscription of young men. They would be
enlisted and trained in a fight against nature and the problems of the
urban environment:
the military ideals of hardihood and discipline would be
wrought into the growing fibre of the people; no one would
remain blind, as the luxurious classes now are blind, to man's
real relations to the globe he lives on, and to the permanently
solid and hard foundations of his higher life. 10
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Here, in explicit fashion, James recognized the bourgeois blindness to the
world's pleasures and problems; as he had been, they were
anaesthetized, caught in the "iron of melancholy." Wars lifted the veil.
But for James, the costs exacted by war far outweighed the premiums
earned by valor. He argued for directed community service in the wilderness and urban-industrial environment, saying that such service would
exact from the young a "blood tax": they would have their "childishness
knocked out of them" in order that they might return to society stronger
and more aware of the intense colors of life's mosaic. He did not pursue
the question of whether these young people would again be captured in
the iron cage of bourgeois existence, once the heroic activities of youth
blurred into the memories of the aged . His moral equivalent of war was
simply a recognition that war unleashes energies and a suggestion for
redirecting them.
James's essay, then, shared in the bourgeois fascination with the martial
spirit common to the era's reformers. But his creativity in coming up with
the moral equivalent of war notion enabled him to avoid a retreat into
medievalism and to demur on Theodore Roosevelt's enthusiasm for
military honors and imperial conquests abroad. 11
Perhaps the Jamesian recommendation of a conscripted youth force
was a viable one for many young Americans. But how did this suggestion
relate to easing the grip of boredom, to the "weightless" nature that James
had confronted for much of his life and that continued to afflict many of
his contemporaries? It was certainly ludicrous to suggest that they
abandon home and family, career and wealth to work side by side with
the young in the West.
But the possibilities of any of those recommended reliefs for the
"weightlessness" of life paled when compared to the intensity of vitality
that James had experienced as a survivor of the San Francisco earthquake.
As if by magic, the earthquake had caused him to feel alive; it impelled
him to feats of activity he had only dreamed about. More importantly, he
was fascinated by the way the earthquake forced the population at large
to work in concerted and cooperative fashion, and in an heroic manner, to
save themselves and others.
Spring at Stanford
James spent the spring term of 1906 at Stanford University where he
taught an introductory philosophy course dealing with typically
Jamesian themes: the value of philosophical training for the educated, the
need for an activist philosophy, the pluralistic nature of the universe, the
desire to reconcile scientific and religious ideals, and the pragmatic notion of truthY
The content of James's lectures was closely connected to the course
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text, Friedrich Paulsen's lmroduction to Philosophy. At one point in the
course James and his students read and discussed a section in Paulsen's
volume entitled, "Critique of the Teleological Argument." Here Paulsen
rejected both the validity and usefulness of a teleological interpretation
of history and nature. All such contentions, Paulsen intoned, "fall
infinitely short of the object of scientific argument." 13 James g.e nerally
agreed, although he was less rigid on calling forth science as the criterion
of knowledge, emphasizing, rather, that "nature tells no single story."
Known for his almost at times wanton desire to employ the most vivid
and provocative illustrations to support his philosophical arguments,
James did not disappoint hi s Stanford listeners. He invoked the recent
volcanic eruption of Mont Pelee and the earlier Lisbon earthquake as
examples to illustrate his criticism of theological teleologists who had
long contended that such di~ .asters were an ordained and necessary part
of a master plan. For James, however, the death and destruction wrought
by these calamities should never be viewed in necessitarian terms. He
always rejected arguments for the necessity of evil like those offered by
his idealist colleague at Harvard, Josiah Royce.14 As James told his
audience, those who perceivt!d design in an earthquake or volcanic eruption were simply positing the wrong questions. In his "Syllabus," he said,
they should ask "what the design is, what is the world's character? its
outcome?" and how can we "r;ractically" deal with it more efficiently? The
desire to understand an eart:-tquake teleologically by design, continued
James, can only be explained by its ability to help people feel reassured in
the face of horror by contending that such disasters were part of a
beneficent overall divine process that we cannot presently comprehend.
But James in his essay on the San Francisco earthquake did not rely
upon an argument from design . Instead, he came close to employing an
argument of effects; he suggested that the earthquake had proved useful
in rousing people out of the boredom and sleep of everyday existence
and allowing them to experi•mce the intensity possible in life.

The Earthquake
When James discussed the~ ; e issues in class they were philosophically
alive but remote from immediate experience. All that changed when a
prescient joke of his colleague Charles Bakewell came true. Before
leaving Cambridge for Palo A Ito, James remembered Bakewell's parting
words: "I hope they'll treat you to a little bit of an earthquake while you're
there. It's a pity you shouldn't have that local experience ." 15 James would
not only have the experience, he would exult in it and come to write about
it.
While lying awake in the early morning hours of April18, 1906, James
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experienced his earthquake: "it went crescendo and reached fortissimo
in less than half a minute, and the room was shaken like a rat by a terrier."
He felt no fear but rather exulted in experiencing the "sensible reality" of
a hitherto abstract concept. In fact James even challenged this vivid reality
to put on its strongest face : "Now, go it, and go it stronger!" he demanded
of his earthquake.
Later that morning, after surveying the damage to Palo Alto, James
accompanied a colleague, Miss L. J. Martin, who was concerned about her
sister in San Francisco, on a train trip to the city. There he was an active
and avid observer of the destruction, emotions, and activities then
regnant. It was one of those "real" experiences like the excitement of war
that James loved to celebrate, for it brought the individual face-to-face
with the "concrete.universe." The next day, he recorded in his diary that
he had "talked earthquake all day."
These emotions were soon thereafter incorporated into the essay, "On
Some Mental Effects of the Earthquake." As he later did in the essays on
men's energies and war, James analyzed the latent will power released by
the earthquake and the cooperative nature displayed by those working
against its effects, and he contrasted the tepid quality of everyday existence with the excitement made possible by the earthquake.
It appeared to James that he was like most San Francisco area residents,
in experiencing no fear when the earthquake shook. Just as soldiers are
said to feel exhilaration when locked in combat, so too had James been
thrilled, saying that never had he lived life with so much excitement, alive
to such an incredible degree . He remembered his
glee at the vividness which such an abstract idea or verbal
term as 'earthquake' could put on when translated into sensible reality and verified concretely; and admiration at the way
in which the frail little house could hold itself together in spite
of such shaking. I felt no trace whatever of fear, it was pure
delight and welcome. 16
Often the moralist, James drew two reflections from his earthquake
experience, both of which he found "reassuring to human nature." First,
James was struck by the "rapidity of the improvisation of order out of
chaos." He regaled his readers with stories of "natural ordermakers," of
heroes who arose from the inchoate mass of humanity to take hold of a
life-threatening situation. Those who would have otherwise remained
quiescent were galvanized by the demands of the situation. Second,
James was impressed by the "universal equanimity" of the survivors.
Instead of feelings of pathos, they responded with practical, nervous
excitation.
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Energies Set Loose

James rendered explicitly the connection between earthquakes and
wars. In our day-to-day live~;, he found, stuck as we are in our drawing
rooms and offices, we ponde r, always at a frightful distance, "how people
ever do go through battles, sieges, and shipwrecks." Such survivors are
not "superhuman"; they have simply brought forth the energies, the
"animal insensibility and heutiness" latent in all of us.
Even the commonest of m~n, James had learned, when challenged by
the earthquake, exhibited th·~ ability to expend tremendous reserves of
energy with an "admirable fortitude of temper." Called forth by the
earthquake, this expenditure gave "to life the color and radiance of
value." The earthquake served, as Ralph Barton Perry found, as another
example for James's belief that "exceptional circumstances generate
exceptional inner power." 17 The causes of the unleashing of such powers,
as discussed in the essays on war and earthquakes, were invariably considered in a favorable light. Without their presence, it seemed, the ability
to perform feats of heroism would never emerge from the deep wells of
our buried instincts.
Significantly, James was silent about the crime and lawlessness that
followed in the wake of the San Francisco earthquake. How to explain
this silence on the less-than-appealing aspects of human nature that came
to the fore after the tremors a Jated? Perhaps because the essay appeared
in the Youth 's Companion, James felt compelled, lest he upset young
people's minds, to omit references to the sombre side of human nature.
Yet even in his private letters to friends and family immediately after the
earthquake, James said nothing about the massive criminal activities that
had occurred. He seemed to demonstrate that peculiar moral blindness
that he regularly condemned. Evidence indicates that James was not only
cognizant of such incidents but actually witnessed a lynching. Moreover,
he had asked a friend to keE·p him apprised of similar incidents. 18 But
perhaps, because San FranciE.co city officials did not announce the large
number of crimes and executions, he was unaware at the time of the
widespread extent of the lawlessness.
Such incidents fit well into James's conception of a pluralistic universe
of possible energetic responses to a particular situation. But they were not
so well molded to complement his moral and optimistic philosophy. Yet
that such energy could be din·cted quite as easily towards anti-social as to
socially useful enterprises did not seem greatly to puzzle James. Just as
the release of pietistic energ1es of religious enthusiasm could result in
understandable acts of violence against those outside the fold, so too it is
possible that James would have found these excesses of energy shown in
the aftermath of the earthquake to have been certainly regrettable but not
prima facie evidence of a problem inherent in the freeing up of the energy
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as such. For although James had some degree of sympathy with
anarchism, he did not confuse it with license; nor was he a man who
disdained order. In his essay on war, he celebrated discipline as a virtue;
indeed, it was one of his chief recommendations for the military experience. He was reported, moreover, as being pleased by San Francisco's
ability to quickly return to a civilized mode of behavior when General
Funston's troops entered the city. 19
Religious Faith
James's writings on wars and earthquakes were vigorous; his descriptions of yoga or mind cures pale in comparison. Thus he admitted in the
"Energies" essay that "few of us would have the will to start upon the
Yoga training." And in the end, he seemed to dismiss other possible
methods of bringing forth the latent energies within human nature.
In "The Moral Philosopher and the Moral Life" (1891), James had contended that a strong belief in God might be capable of creating feelings
similar to "the strenuous mood [that] awakens at the sound" of battle,
when the blood heats up and the believer filled with "stern joy ... leaps to
answer to the greater call." 20 Armed with such a deep and abiding conviction concerning God, the religious individual finds that
Every sort of energy and endurance, of courage and capacity
for handling life's evils, is set free in those who have religious
faith. For this reason the strenuous type of character will on
the battlefield of human history always outwear the easygoing type, and religion will drive irreligion to the wall.
The problem with the yoga or any other religious answer was that such
acts were simply not realistic programs to propose for the masses. Few
had the self-discipline to embark upon and stay with the rigorous and
strict training that yoga demanded. Only after years of such regimen
would the power of the ideas and the discipline of the will be sufficient to
call forth the moral and physiological strenuousness that James considered imperative for the strenuous life. And in regard to the potential
force of religious zeal, James recognized here as well that his middle-class
audiences were suffering from a decided lack of deeply ingrained
religious feelings . He addressed that very problem in the Will to Believe
(1897), in which he lectured the college-educated of his time about how
their intense scientific dispositions had led them to reject a priori even the
possibility of a problem that he referred to as leading to "mental weakness."21 He wanted his listeners to open themselves to the reality and
power of faith, if not within themselves then at least within others.
In a passage typical for its combining religious and military metaphors,
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James stated that "what shculd be preached is courage weighted with
responsibility-such courag;e as the Nelsons and Washingtons never
failed to show." In effect, he was here referring to precisely the kind of
courage that was demonstrated by men at war, as well as by individuals
imbued with religious feelings and the citizens of San Francisco when
they responded to the calamity of the earthquake.
The advantage, if one ma:r employ such a term, of the San Francisco
earthquake or of a war over yoga, religion, or "mind cures," as cited in
"The Energies of Men," was tnat the first two proved capable of freeing up
human energies and powers across the board; they offered to James the
strongest imaginable stimulus to heroism. It is in this sense that one might
speak of James as coming close to the kind of "deterministic optimism"
that he had condemned in essays and in his philosophy lectures at
Stanford. For he saw the "deterministic optimism" viewpoint of considering evil as a necessary condition for a higher form of good, as a kind
of prerequisite for morally beneficial activitiesY It is the argument, as
James well knew, that Voltaire had ridiculed in Candide when Dr. Pangloss
described the Lisbon earthquake as proof positive that this was not only
the best of all possible worlds but also that that holocaust was part of a
higher form of goodY
Yet James's language and excitement in recounting tales of heroism
and valor, while down playing or even avoiding the obverse side of crime
and destruction, showed him dangerously close to the "deterministic
optimists" among whose nu:nber he did not wish to belong. It is clear,
furthermore that he did, in his earthquake essay, present an argument
from effects. He did praise the earthquake strongly for its welcomed
ability to shake people out of their habits, their tedium vitae, and then for
impelling them to tap the energies that they kept hidden for much of their
lives. As he put it in a letter to his brother and son, after the earthquake
everyone at San Franci:;co seemed in a good hearty frame of
mind; there was work for every moment of the day and a kind
of uplift in the sense of a 'common lot' thattookaway the sense
of loneliness that (I imagine) gives the sharpest edge to the
more unusual kind of misfortune that may befall a man. 24
One might even imagine William James once again calling out for an
earthquake to "go it, and go it stronger!" because of his certainty about the
energies that such an event p romised to unleash. For its duration and
immediate aftermath, it had :'reed him from the "weightless" nature of
modern life.
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Essays in Religion. "On Some Mental Effects of Earthquakes" is in William
James, Essays in Psychology: The Works of William James (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1983), 331-38.
As early as 1904 in "Remarks at the Peace Banquet," James had
evaluated the "bellicosity of human nature." See Essays in Religion, 121.
The remarks which later became the essence of "The Moral Equivalent of
War" were writen out in 1906 when James addressed "The Psychology of
the War Spirit." Given the proximity in time and overlap of the three essays, they will be considered as indicative of ideas commonly found in
James.
When James used the word "men," he appeared to have all human
beings in mind. Yet the pit-falls of his use of the generic "he" are obvious,
for his comments often clearly refer to the male sex only, so that all of
human nature is not always the referrent for "men."
5 On James's tendency to push the principle of action into a good quite
apart from its relation to any set of conditions, see Julius Bixler, "Two
Questions Raised by 'The Moral Equivalent of War,'" In Commemoration of
William James, 1842-1942 (New York: AMS Press, 1967), 58-74.
6 James, "The Energies of Men," 131. James also found that "morbid
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impulses" and drugs could also allow one to unlock reserves of energy
but he rejected their efficacy. Ibid., 132, 135-36.
7 John 0. King, "On the Eflectual Work of the Word: William James and
the Practice of Puritan Com·ersion," Texas Studies in Language and Literature 25 (Spring, 1983), 34-54; Don Browning, "William James's
Philosophy of the Person: The Concept of The Strenuous Life," Zygon 10
Gune, 1975), 169.
8 James, "The Energies of Men," 136-45. The next two quotations are
from "Moral Equivalent of War," 163, 166.
9 On the one hand, James prescribed a regimen designed to help the
individual escape the bureaucratic strictures of modern life. On the other
hand, he often sang the praises of the disciplined, ordered life. For more
on this ambiguity, see Lears. 83f, op. cit.
10 James, "Moral Equivalent of War," 171.
11 Lears, 108.
12 On these lectures and their preparation, see James to Alice G. James,
Jan. 10, 1906; James to Henry James, Feb. 1, 1906, both in The James
Family Papers (hereafter, JFP) in the Houghton Library, Harvard University. The JFP also contain James's notes for Stanford Philosophy 1A and
his "Syllabus used in Philos•Jphy 1A."
13 Paulsen, Introduction to Philosophy trans. Frank Thilly, with a preface
by William James (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1895), 15880.
14 Josiah Royce, The World and the Individual (New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1901) II, second series, 3:'9- 411. For James's problems with the argument from design, using thE· Mont Pelee eruption as an example, see
Pragmatism: The Works of Wilham James (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1975), 56-59.
15 James to Miss Frances R. Morse, Apr. 22, 1906 in LWJ, II, 247-50, and
to Henry James, Jr., April22, 1906,JFP. Descriptions of his response to the
earthquake are also in the~.e letters. His activities for that day are
described most fully in a draft letter from Dr. William Freeman Snow to
Henry James, May 9, 1920, JFI', which also contain his "Diary for 1906."
16 James, "On Some Mental Effects of Earthquakes," 332. The next three
quotations may be found 336-37.
17 Ralph Barton Perry, Th e Thought and Character of William James
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1935), II, 273.
18 Snow to Henry James, May 9, 1920, JFP.
19 Ibid.
20 William James, "The Moral Philosopher and the Moral Life," in
James, The Will To Believe: The Works of William James (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1979), 160-61. Also, Suckiel, 58-61. The next quotation is from "The Moral Philosopher and the Moral Life," 161.
21 See James's "Preface" to Th e Will To Believe, 7. The next quotation is
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Ibid., 8. On the audience and intent of The Will To Believe, see David A.
Hollinger, "William James and the Culture of Inquiry," Michigan Quarterly
20 (Summer, 1981), 164-64.
22 William James "The Dilemma of Determinism," in The Will to Believe,
126. On this point, see Patrick K. Dooley, Pragmatism as Humanism
(Totowa, N.J.: Littlefield, Adams and Co., 1975), 66.
23 James, "The Dilemma of Determinism," 126.
24 William James to Henry James and William James, Jr., May 5,1906, in
LWJ, II, 250-52; James, "On Some Mental Effects," 332.
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Patron ScLint of
Liberatiotl Theology

THE

Francis Donahue
announcement was terse:

Friar Bartolome de Las Casas was the first person to speak out
for the rights of the Indians in the New World ... he will be
proposed for canonization this year.
Speaking in early 1985 was Father Antonius Wall, President of the
Dominican School of Philosc phy and Theology in Berkeley, California.
That effort at canonization is expected to cause serious concern for the
Vatican because the staunche·>t supporters of Dominican Friar Las Casas
(1474-1566) are Latin America's liberation theologians, who are
presently at sharp odds with Pope John Paul II.
Shortly after Father Wall made his announcement, the Holy Father, in
Caracas on a pastoral visit, rep roved liberation theologians for "abusing
their mission, received from the Church, to proclaim not the truth of
Christ but their own theo::ies, at times in open contrast to the
magisterium of the Church.'' So wide is the gulf between traditional
Catholicism and the position of the radical liberation theologians that, in
the words of one Roman theologian, "it is a contest that now aims at the
very truth of the Christian creed and hence at the truth of the Church
itself."

Background: Liberation Theology
Central to the growing schinm between the traditional church and the
papacy on one side and the radical church on the other, is liberation
theology, essentially a new concept of the role Catholic clergy and
laypeople should play in tod<.y's Latin America. This theology is not a
series of principles of universa l application drafted by priestly scholars in
distant monasteries, but rather an action-oriented Christian-Marxist
ideology espoused by progre~.sive priests and designed to bring Iibera-
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tion-social, political, economic, and religious-to Latin America's poor
and oppressed. It is an ideology that continues to evolve as it fuels a
struggle for radical change on many fronts in Latin America.
Integral to the new ideology are: 1) a rereading and reinterpretation of
the Bible in contemporary terms; 2) the use of Marxist methods of
analysis to better understand the current socio-economic reality in Latin
American countries; and 3) the formation of Christian base communities, in which Biblical study and Marxist analyses lead to a raising of
consciousness of the underprivileged. The ultimate goal is a revolution in
the name of Christ, leveling class distinctions and producing a Kingdom
of God on earth in the form of a socialist society.
Radical clergy interpret the Bible in great part as the story of God's
siding with the poor and oppressed. And they point out that in Biblical
times God led his chosen people to liberation. Parallels are drawn
between Biblical accounts and contemporary experiences of Latin
America's underclass as they struggle against rightist and/ or military
regimes. For example, they cite how the Bible relates that God told
Moses at the burning bush that He was going to free slaves and end
suffering and injustice,
I have seen the affliction of my people ... I know their
suffering, and I have come down to deliver them out of the
hands of the Egyptians.
(Exodus 3:7-8)
For liberation theologians and their followers, the contemporary parallel
is clear: God was on the side of the Marxist Sandinista guerrillas in their
successful effort to topple the Somoza dictatorship. God is today on the
side of guerrillas, mainly the poor, as they struggle against repressive
regimes in El Salvador, Honduras, Chile, and Peru.
Again, according to Scripture, the rich often achieve their status by
oppressing the poor and failing to feed the hungry.

If anyone has the world's goods and sees his brother in need,
yet closes his heart against him, how does God's love abide in
him? Little children, let us not love in word or speech but in
deed and truth.
Oohn 3:17-18)
For those subscribing to the new ideology, this passage is understood to
mean that the rich and the bourgeoisie in Latin America, by refusing to
help the poor, will not enjoy God's love. What is needed are deeds, not
mere expressions of concern.
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Radical Church Adherents

By such Biblical references and by their own experiences, adherents of
the radical church are regularly alerted to the rigid economic class
distinction existing in Latin America, a distinction described this way in
an April, 1985, speech by Lmghorne A . Motley, U.S. Undersecretary of
State for Latin American A ffairs :
In 1979, four of the f:ve Central American countries could
crudely be described as owned and operated by an economic
oligarchy employing a military caste to protect its interests
against the majority.
Such a barrier between rich and poor leads radical churchmen to use
Marxist analytic tools to promote a basic understanding of socioeconomic relations in today's Latin America. Writes Father Gustavo
Gutierrez, leader of Peru's ;:adical churchmen,
The class struggle is a fact and neutrality in this matter is
impossible.
Adds Father Sergio Torres, a Chilean,
The process of colonization, liberation and organization are
best understood in Ma rxist terms.
Explains Father Miguel D'Escoto, a Nicaraguan trained by the Maryknoll
Fathers in the United States and currently the Foreign Minister of the
Sandinista regime in Nicara:~ua,
Capitalism is intrinsically wrong at its base.
Concludes Father Juan Luis Segundo, a Uruguayan Jesuit,
... The history of Marxism, even oppressive, offers right now
more hope than the history of existing capitalism ... Marx did
not create the class struggle, international capitalism did.
Their Marxist analyses lead most adherents of the radical church to
adopt a critical attitude toward the traditional church which, they consider, is basically concerned with salvation in the n ext world, conformity
with this world, and the elimination of personal sins. That traditional
church is criticized for failure to address such supremely important
"social sins" as poverty, eco nomic exploitation, and "institutionalized
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violence" on the part of the incumbent political regime. As a result, the
traditional church is considered to be in alliance with the status quo in
Latin America.
To put their ideology into practice, radicals established thousands of
Christian base communities across Latin America. Brazil alone is
reported to have more than 70,000 of these small groups of committed
Christians, peasants, and workers, living in cities and in the countryside.
These groups, usually under the guidance of a priest, nun, or trained
layman, engage in dialogue on issues arising from their study of the Bible,
issues which, besides relating in parable fashion to their own immediate
concerns, offer a vision of a new and more humane social order. Through
these dialogues, religion is said to move out of the church and into the
daily life of the underclass. The dialogues spawn plans to organize farm
cooperatives, to join the peasant or trade union movement, or to petition
local authorities for rural electrification, paved roads, and clean water.
The aim is for peasants and workers to become increasingly convinced
that their economic and political future depends upon what they do,
rather than upon the good will of politicians or civic leaders.
Peasants and Poverty

Working with peasants at a Christian base community in Peru is Sister
Aurelia Atencio, an agronomist, who teaches not only improved farming
methods but also a course in "national reality," which is directed at
"consciousness-raising." Her efforts are to help campesinos understand
the root cause of their poverty. In her view, technical pointers to improve
productivity cannot help the peasant much because commodity prices
are kept so low by a government that exists to protect the industrialists
and the people in power. So the peasants must organize to demand
change, she argues.
As liberation theology gains the support of a growing number of
underprivileged, the hierarchy of the traditional church has begun to
criticize sharply what they consider the politicizing of religion for immediate social purposes. In Nicaragua, Father Bismark Carballo, official
spokesman for the Archbishop of Managua, declared,
The Popular [Radical] Church is a political movement with a
Christian face .. . [a way] to make a breach for the entrance of
Marxism into Latin America through the churches.
Defending the Radical Church in Nicaragua is Father Francisco Solano,
who said,
Certain priests were labeled Communists who were in no way
Communists but had claimed abuses of human rights and
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justice . . .. The Sandinista Revolution, in its fundamental
principles, is far mon~ Christian than Marxist.
Synthesizing the rift between the traditional church and the radical
church is Humberto Belli, fc •rmer Editor of Managua's La Prensa, who said
The present religious conflict in Nicaragua is a struggle
between those who make a political revolution the focus of
their faith and loyalt:r, and those who stress the Church's
primary commitment to preaching a Gospel that cannot be reduced to any concreh~ political force.
Pope John Paul's Response

In this escalating controversy besetting Latin American Catholicism,
what is the role of Pope John Paul II? No longer do all clergy respect the
venerable slogan "Roma locuta, causa finita" (Rome has spoken; that
settles the matter) . The Popt~ knows that he must not only speak out, but
he must do so convincingly.
Citing canon law dating back to 1917, the Pope has put a ban on priests
holding public office or taking an active role in politics. In 1979, during a
pastoral visit to Mexico, the Pope told members of several religious
orders,
You are not social directors, political leaders, or functionaries
of a temporal power.
In 1980, addressing a grouf of African priests, he advised,
Leave political responsibility to those who are entrusted with
it .. . Your domain of action, and it is vast, is that of faith and
morals.
Heeding this advice, Fatho~r Robert Drinan, an American Jesuit then
serving from Massachusetts in the United States House of Representatives, took the Pope's advice and decided not to run for reelection in 1980.
Less receptive to papal advice have been Latin American clergy. Four
members who joined the Marxist Sandinista cabinet in Nicaragua are
priests, all radical churchme:1.
In 1984, the Vatican released a document critical of those priests and
nuns who have adopted the Marxist concept of violent class struggle as a
means of helping the poor and oppressed fight for social change. The 36page document pointed to the results of Marxist-oriented revolutions
elsewhere, decrying "totalitarian and atheistic regimes which carne to
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power .. . precisely in the name of the liberation of the people."
Stepping up the campaign against the radicals, Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger, Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith and
thereby the Vatican's ideological guardian, undertook an investigation of
the works of the two leading spokesmen for liberation theology, Friar
Leonardo Boff (1939- ), a Franciscan from Brazil, and Father Gustavo
Gutierrez (1929- ), a Peruvian secular priest. Boff was summoned to
Rome in 1984 to defend his writings, particularly his book Church,
Charisma, Power: Liberation Theology and the Institutional Church (published
in Portuguese in 1981 and in English in 1985 by Crossroad Press). After
discussion, Boff was ordered to refrain from publishing, lecturing, or
editing religious journals for a year. Gutierrez, whose book, A Theology of
Liberation (published in English by Orbis Books in 1973), is the classic text
on the new ideology, came under fire for subverting hierarchical
authority and encouraging class war.
Today, Gutierrez, is only one among a number of the radicals who see
in Fray Bartolome de las Casas a kindred soul, a man who in earlier times
pursued an activist theology akin to their own. Gutierrez, working out of
his office in the Centro Bartolome de las Casas in a lower class district of
Lima, Peru, is preparing a book on the theology of Las Casas.
Background: Las Casas

Just who was Friar Bartolome de Las Casas, the extraordinary man
whom the radicals and others wish to canonize and who therefore may
well cause the Vatican some serious political problems?
Las Casas was the first human rights activist in the New World, a
Spaniard who devoted more than 40 years to defending Latin America's
Indians against exploitation by the Conquistadores and colonists during
the 16th century. Through his efforts at ameliorating the conditions
under which the poor and oppressed of his time, the Indians, lived;
through his trips to Spain to defend the Indian cause before King Charles
V; and through his treatises and books on the Spanish Conquest, the
Dominican Friar came to be known as the "Apostle of the Indies." Not
that he fully succeeded in his endeavors, but he did prick the Spanish
conscience regularly and he did help to establish the humanitarian tradition that ultimately came to prevail.
Las Casas' inspiration as a social crusader grew out of his firsthand
knowledge of the Encomienda system in the Spanish colonies. Under that
system the Spanish Crown entrusted individual Spaniards in the
Americas with a large expanse of land known as an Encomienda. With the
land came a supply of Indian subjects who were required to work a
certain number of days a week in the fields or the mines. For their efforts,
the Indians were rewarded with a protector, the Spanish encomendero
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(master), who was responsible for their spiritual and material welfare.
The encomendero was expected to see to it that the Indians learned the
rudiments of the Catholic faith, as well as basic skills and some aspects of
Spanish culture, particularly the language. In practice, whatever the
intention, the system came to enslave the Indians, for they had no rights
and no means of changing masters or moving away from the
Encomienda.
Las Casas had originally come as a layman to Santo Domingo to take
charge of his own Encomienda, together with its built-in labor supply of
Taino Indians. He later decided to enter the religious life. In 1512, he
joined the Dominican Order and became the first priest to be ordained in
the New World. Although hE continued as an encomendero, Las Casas was
increasingly troubled by the abuses to which his fellow Spaniards
subjected their Indian char~;es . By 1514, more than 80 per cent of the
Indians in Santo Domingo and Haiti had perished due to diseases and the
conditions under which they labored. That same year Las Casas, already
inspired by other Dominican Friars who from the pulpit had denounced
Spanish mistreatment of the Indians, came upon this Biblical quotation,
which had a profound effec: on him:
Tainted his gifts who c,ffers
in sacrifice ill-gotten goods.
(Ecclesiasticus 34)
The Spanish Friar, at the age of 40, resolved to give up his Encomienda,
release "his" Indians, and dt~vote himself entirely to his work as priest
and missionary. He began to preach fiery sermons branding the Spanish
land-labor system as un-Christian. For instance, he charged:
You who continue to hold slaves,
your very souls are in danger!
Visits to Court

To plead the Indian cause, ::..as Casas made several visits to the Spanish
court, where he succeeded in gaining the support of two ranking
members of the king's inner circle. After testifying to widespread abuses
in the colonies, Las Casas was asked by the king to propose alternatives to
the system. He came up with ·:wo major recommendations: 1) abolish the
Encomienda and 2) import A frican blacks to replace the Indians in the
mines and fields . At a later date Las Casas came to regret his second
recommendation, for he rea.ized that all slavery was evil and that the
black race had the same right to freedom as did the brown. (The charge
that Las Casas was responsible for introducing the slave trade in the
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Americas is unfounded, since that trade had been under way some 15
years before he made his recommendation .) The repentance os Las Casas
was framed in these words,
With my own blood would I gladly wipe out the sin of that
suggestion which I made out of love for the Indians.
Swift and forceful was the encomenderos' reaction to suggested abolition of the Encomienda system. The latter, they claimed, was the basis of
their livelihood. Without a bountiful supply of indentured Indians, crops
would go unharvested and the colonial economy would founder.
Opposition also came from the Council of the Indies, an advisory body to
the king. Most council members disagreed with Las Casas' alternatives;
some had a vested interest in Indian slavery, others held that the Indians
were fit only for bondage. Rallying to Las Casas' support was a group
of theologians from the prestigious University of Salamanca, as well
as the "Eight Preachers to the King" (Dominicans, Franciscans and
Augustinians) .
After sharp debate, Las Casas' recommendations were approved, and
the king issued the "New Laws" of 1542, which called for the liberation of
the Indians, prohibited their further subjugation through wars to
suppress "rebellion," and provided for the phasing out of the Encomienda
system. No new grants were to be issued, and those remaining were to
lapse upon the death of the present encomenderos. Las Casas, victorious,
returned to the New World and accepted an appointment as Bishop of
Chiapas in southern Mexico. Accompanying him were 44 Dominican
friars .
Indian liberation promised by the "New Laws" proved to be shortlived, for the encomenderos soon managed to circumvent them and in time
prevailed upon the king to modify the "New Laws," with the result that
the Encomienda system was extended through four more generations. Not
until 1701 was the system abolished in Spanish America.
In an effort to prove that Spaniards could colonize without warring on
the Indians or otherwise mistreating them, the Dominican friar
undertook two colonizing ventures. The first was at Cumana, Venezuela
(1520-1522), where he established a settlement from which Spanish
soldiers and encomenderos were excluded. Supporting the friar were 40
Spaniards "of good character" whom he dubbed the "Knights of the
Golden Spur." They were decked out in white uniforms bearing large red
crosses to distinguish them from the Conquistadores. After a slow start, the
colony began to flourish . Yet the Indians harbored a lingering resentment toward all Spaniards because of earlier experiences with the
Conquistadores. When Las Casas left the settlement for Hispaniola on
urgent business, the Indians rebelled against the "Knights" and
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destroyed the settlement.
Experiment in Guatemala

The friar's second experiment was in Guatemala (1537-1539), where
Spanish authorities offered to liberate any Indian tribe that Las Casas
could win over by peaceful means. The Dominican prelate took up the
challenge and staked out a colony in an area then known as the "Land of
War" because of the ferocit)' of Indian resistance there.
Las Casas, who had studi·~d the Maya language, composed ballads in
that language narrating the story of the creation, the life of Christ, and
other Biblical stories. He trained Indian converts to Catholicism to sing
the ballads. Those converts, working as Christianized traders among the
Indians, bartered their goods by day, while by night they entoned
religious ballads to the rh:rthm of native drums. When the Indians
expressed an interest in learning more about the new religion, the young
traders offered to bring Las Casas and his retinue of Dominicans to the
Indian compound. The Spaniards came unarmed and without any intention of enslaving the Indiam. Within a year, Las Casas and his aides had
convinced the Indians to renounce cannibalism, accept Catholicism, and
forego war unless their land was invaded. Reflecting the change in the
social climate was a change in name-the "Land of War" now became
known as "Verapaz" (True Peace). Still, this second experiment also
eventually failed . Rivalries among the friars, as well as the arrival of fortune-seeking Spaniards, up~et the delicate social balance. The Indians
rebelled, expelled the Spanish friars, and reverted to paganism.
By 1550, when he resigned his Bishopric in Chiapas to return to Spain,
Las Casas had acquired a ma':chless knowledge of life in the New World.
Behind him were lengthy tours of ecclesiastical duty in Santo Domingo,
Cuba, Peru, Venezuela, and Mexico.
The year 1550 also marke:i the occasion of an historic debate on the
justice of the Spanish Conqu·~st. Before a Council of Judges in Valladolid
(Spain), the disputants- La:; Casas and Juan Gines de Sepulveda, a
chaplain and chronicler to Charles V - were asked this question: Is it
lawful for the king to wage war on Indians before preaching the faith to
them, with the aim that, after they are subject to his rule, they may be
more easily instructed in thE Catholic faith?
Sepulveda contended that war and subsequent conquest and colonization were "lawful and expedit!nt" because the Indians were, in Aristotle's
term, "slaves by nature," and given over to barbarism and idolatry. He
said:
Indians ought to be comidered much as children are regarded
by adults, as women by men, the savage and the cruel by the
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clement, and monkeys by their masters . . . How can we doubt
that these people-so uncivilized, so barbaric, contaminated
with so many impieties and obscenities-have been justly
conquered by such an excellent, pious and most just King?
Sepulveda added that, in accordance with natural and international law,
the vanquished must suffer the consequences of enslavement and loss of
property.
Las Casas, in rebuttal, denounced war as a means of religious conversion, and submitted that the Indians were not an inferior race, saying:
They are human beings equal to Spaniards before God and
man . . . They have been endowed by the Creator with
intelligence, free will and immortal souls, just as other men
have.
In response to Sepulveda's justification of the right of Spaniards to rule
over the Indians, Las Casas declared,
The doctor bases these rights upon our superiority in arms .. .
This is simply to place our kings in the position of tyrants . . .
The rights of those kings rest upon their extension of the
Gospel in the New World and their good government of the
Indian nations.
When the Valladolid judges failed to agree on who had won the debate,
each disputant claimed victory. The Dominican based his claim on two
subsequent developments: King Charles ordered the suppression of
books containing Sepulveda's views and eminent Spanish law professors
at the Universities of Salamanca and Alcala de Henares drafted
commentaries favorable to the Las Casas position.
During his years in the Americas, Las Casas produced a number of
treatises, pamphlets, and books on the Conquest and the "Indian Question." His History of the Indies, covering the period 1492-1520, was written
over a span of 37 years (1527-1564) but not published until1875. Of that
work the noted American historian Samuel Eliot Morrison writes:
It is the one book on the discovery of America that I should
wish to preserve if all others were destroyed.

Manuscript Published

In 1552, Las Casas arranged to publish a manuscript which he had
shown to the King ten years earlier and which had helped to convince the
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monarch to issue the "New Laws." That manuscript, known in book form
as A Very Brief Account of the Destruction of the Indies, offers a searing indictment of Spanish colonial policy. During the conquest, Las Casas contends, from 12-20 million Indians perished. The Dominican goes on to
recount myriad cases of killings, sexual assaults, burnings of towns, and
enslavement of natives, as well as many other abuses. In writing this
work, Las Casas was motivaled by his own good intentions on behalf of
the Indians and his desire to influence Spanish authorities.
A Very Brief Account was soon translated into the other major European
languages. And Spain's bitter rivals in the Age of Discovery and
Colonization-England, France and the Low Countries-seized upon
this book, "written by a Sp<mish clergyman," as evidence of the monstrous cruelty of the Spanish colonial enterprise. In the 16th and 17th
centuries, 18 editions of the book appeared in Dutch, six in French and
four each in English, Italian, and Latin, making A Very Brief Account the
world's first best-seller after t he Bible. Few polemical tracts have had such
distribution and impact. Today, Lewis Hanke, an American Hispanist
historian, holds that while nc· one would defend Las Casas' statistics, few
would deny the validity of his accusations against the Conquistadores and
the early colonists. Wide dis~ ; emination of A Very Brief Account helped to
give rise to the "Black Legend" of Spanish brutality and intolerance in the
New World, a legend which served to discredit Spain for centuries. In
1898 when the United States went to war against Spain, A Very Brief
Account, newly translated, was issued in this country under the title of A
True Account of the Slaughter of 20 Million Indians by the Spaniards in the West
Indies. The book helped to arouse American public opinion against the
Spaniards.

Parallels and Problems
Coming into clear focus a1e parallels between Las Casas and today's
radicals of the church:
- Both defend an underclass against their overlords: the
Indians against the Cmquistadores, the poor and oppressed
against today's economic oligarchs.
-Both eschew the conventional wisdom of their time and
struggle against thei r superiors on behalf of the underclass: Las Casas against religious and governmental
leaders, the radicals against traditional church leaders and
the Pope himself.
-Both produce books and tracts in defense of their cause: A
Very Brief Account and A Theology of Liberation.
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-Both set out to change the social reality of their time : the
Encomienda system and the oppressive dictatorships today.
-Both form model settlements to guide and help the underclass: Las Casas with his colonizing ventures, the radicals
with their Christian base communities.
- Both are summoned by supreme authority to defend their
views: Las Casas in the debate with Juan Gines de
Sepulveda and Friar Boff and Father Gutierrez in their confrontations with Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger.
It is possible that Father Gutierrez, in his forthcoming book on Las
Casas, will document an implicit ideology guiding the Dominican Friar,
one bearing close resemblance in its basic orientation to that animating
today's radicals.
If Las Casas is ultimately canonized, the Vatican would be according
long-delayed recognition to a staunch defender of the faith and the
Indians alike. But the problem is that the Vatican would also be giving a
patron saint of human rights for their burgeoning movement of its errant
brethren.
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Developing
Public Pc,licy
on Sexual Harassm.ent

S

Douglas I. Mcintyre and James C. Renick

EXUAL harassment is a sensitive area of public policy that has been
developing through in consistent, conflicting court decisions and
administration of controve :sial government guidelines. This article
briefly reviews the problem .:md reports survey data on its significance at
the federal and state levels of government. Included are data from the
authors' survey of a random sample of women working for the State of
Florida and data from a surv€ yin Illinois. We raise some questions about
current public policy and .nake recommendations for its improvement.
Sexual harassment in the workplace is not new, but not much serious
writing appeared on the subjE·ct until recent years. Indeed, it did not even
have an agreed-upon name until the late 1970s. With the increasing
number of women in the workforce and in a variety of nontraditional
occupations, however, it could have been expected that the reported
instances of harassment would grow. In addition, changes in the attitudes
of women and men toward se:< and in the relationships between the sexes
have had an impact in the workplace, as well as elsewhere throughout
society. But in substantial measure, unwanted sexual attention has
achieved today's level of inte rest and action because of decisions in the
women's movement during the last decade to emphasize the problem. 1
Women's groups like the National Organization for Women, Women
Organized against Sexual Ha rassment, and Working Women's Institute
took the lead. Their early efforts were designed to sensitize women to the
issue. Articles began to appea:: in magazines such as Ms., Harper's Bazaar,
and Redbook aimed at womPn subscribers. Largely anecdotal, some
articles incorporated nonscientific research surveys.2 As the force behind
the issue grew, articles began to be published in magazines read by both
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sexes, more serious research attempts were undertaken, and the literature mushroomed.
Women started establishing counseling programs and legal clinics for
those who had experienced unwanted sexual attention. McCalls
magazine solicited money for such purposes, and the clinics were
publicized through television-spot announcements. 3 Pamphlets were
developed, with some specifically designed for circulation in women's
restrooms. NOW decided to sponsor test cases-to the Supreme Court if
necessary-to establish that sexual harassment was illegal; and consideration was given to the possibility of legislation to outlaw sexual
harassment.4 The ultimate goal was to change men's behavior.
Some see the issue as one of power, rather than sex. 5 A few claim sexual
harassment is the result of a conspiracy to segregate the job market-to
keep women in low-power positions-so that the wages for such positions can be kept depressed. 6 Unwanted sexual attention is seen by some
as akin to rape and wife-beating. 7 Examples given in the literature of
sexual harassment run the gamut from winking, staring, leering, ogling,
displaying pictures of nudes or semi-nudes, making obscene gestures,
using terms of endearment, making suggestive remarks or comments on
clothes, using innuendo, telling sex-oriented stories or jokes, using satire
and ridicule, making propositions, bringing pressure for dates, touching,
feeling, pinching, brushing against, making coercive requests for sex, to
rape. To some, the key to whether most of such behavior constitutes
sexual harassment is whether an individual woman finds it offensive or
unwanted. Of this group, some see harassment as actions that affect the
atmosphere of the workplace and make it uncomfortable, while others
suggest such behavior is harassment only if it is repeated after a woman
has made clear that it is unwelcome. The key element for others is
whether or not inducements, promises, or threats are an important element.8
Complex Issue

Some authors have suggested that the issue is more complex than
economic power. 9 They have suggested that male conquests of women
are a sign of masculinity among men. Women's entry into an all-male
workforce may disrupt the expected patterns of behavior and result in
tensions, so that neither men nor women may know how to behave. 10
Others see the issue more in terms of human dignity. They see the need
for development of new patterns of social relationships.11
Under traditional social patterns, men normally have been the sexual
initiators. Thus, some women still evaluate themselves in terms of their
attractiveness to men. This can produce unbusinesslike modes of dress
and behavior in the workplace. Some men make sexual overtures in the
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workplace, just as they would in social situations, but other men's
advances are related to an assertion of organizational power. The
problem of understanding what is going on is compounded by the
experience that different 'Nomen will react in different ways when
approached. The same woman will react in different ways when
approached by different men or by the same man at different times. The
only certainty seems to be :hat tensions will develop in the workplace,
which can affect job performance, productivity, and morale.
The early literature ass urn ed that the victims of unwanted sexual attention were: women who intrude into jobs previously performed exclusively by men; young, unm.uried women with low salaries, low educational attainment, and little power; and members of minorities. Now
there is evidence of harasnment at all levels and among all groups.
Another widespread assump tion was that harassment would tend to be
by supervisors, but there is increasing evidence that most harassment is
by co-workers. Some authors reported that harassment causes emotional stress and physical re<tctions which can require treatment. 12 Some
found no such evidence. 13 In short, many of the findings have been
inconclusive.

What Surveys Show

The substantial ferment in the workplace over relations between the
sexes brought attempts to learn more about the problems through
surveys. Results of the largest, most comprehensive survey were
published by the U.S. Merit ~ iystems Protection Board in 1981. 14 It found
that federal workers believed sex had no place in the office on either a
voluntary or involuntary basis. They felt people should not have affairs
with others they work with a:1d expressed overwhelming disapproval of
using sexuality to get ahead on the job. Most federal workers felt people
should not have to tolerate sExual harassment. Men and women differed
somewhat on the question of whether or not women bring sexual harassment on themselves. More m ~n than women believed that women asked
for sexual attention or were vindictive in claiming harassment; but less
than half of all men held thctt view. Men were much more likely than
women to believe that the issues of harassment had been exaggerated.
The Merit Systems Protection Board estimated the cost annually to the
federal government of sexual harassment to be $94.5 million. Included in
that estimate were the costs of replacing employees who leave because of
harassment, paying medical in surance claims for those suffering distress,
and paying for sick leave anc for the resulting reduced productivity.
The federal employees were asked:
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Have you received any of the following uninvited sexual attention during the
last 24 months from someone where you work in the Federal Government?
Please "X" ONE box for each item.

Uninvited Sexual Attention
a . Actual or attempted rape
or sexual assault.
b. Unwanted pressure for
sexual favors.
c. Unwanted deliberate
touching, leaning over,
cornering, or pinching.
d . Unwanted sexually
suggestive looks or gestures.
e. Unwanted letters, phone
calls, or materials of a
sexual nature.
f. Unwanted pressure for
dates.
g. Unwanted sexual teasing,
jokes, remarks, or questions.

Frequency in last 24 Months
Once a
Once a
Month or 2- 4 times Week
Never
Less
a Month or More
Once

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Forty-two percent of the women and 15 percent of the men surveyed by
the U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board reported being subjected to
sexual harassment on the job during the two-year period ending in May,
1980, covered in the survey.
The federal report concluded:
Clearly, sexual harassment is a problem for many women
working for the Federal government, and to a lesser extent for
men. Indeed, evidence presented . .. indicates that many
harassers bother more than one person. Thus, a picture of the
experience of Federal workers begins to emerge: sexual
harassment occurs frequently, occurs in multiple forms for
many victims, and is part of an overall pattern of sexual harassment perpetrated by the harasser.16
The authors conducted a survey of female employees of the State of
Florida, for which questionnaires on unwanted sexual attention were
distributed to a random sample of 1786 women, generated from a list of
state employees obtained from the state controller. This represented
approximately four percent of the target population. The personnel
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officers of the Florida depat trnents distributed the questionnaires during
the fall of 1980, and 956 (54 percent) were returned and analyzed. The
respondents worked in 84 :ornrnunities throughout Florida; the largest
number worked in Tallahas:;ee, the state capital and place of employment
for most state female employees. Responses were received from
employees of 34 differer.t state agencies. The largest number of
responses carne from the secretarial-clerical occupation, the largest
occupation of female state ~~rnployees. Eighty-six percent of the sample
was white, 11 percent was b lack, and the remainder was from other backgrounds, such as Hispanic. These data are consistent with those for career
service personnel of Florida. Based upon the above analysis, use of the
random sampling techniquo~, size of the sample, and rate of return, the
sample was considered representative of the target population.
This survey of female employees of the State of Florida found that over
a two-year period, 16 percent of the women reported they had experienced unwanted sexual attention, which caused personal discomfort or
interfered with their job performance. The question asked the Florida
women was:
Have you experienced any type of unwanted sexual attention
which caused you di~cornfort or interfered with your job
performance within the past 2 years?
Y·~s __ No__
Another relevant question, which was asked the Florida women, was
identical to one asked female employees of the State of Illinois in a survey
on sexual harassment conducted by Sangarnon State University and the
Illinois Task Force on Sexual Harassment in the Workplace. 17 That question was:
IN YOUR PRESENT PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT, how often have you
experienced each of the following forms of unwanted sexual attention from
male co-workers and/ or supervisors which caused you to feel humiliated or
threatened? (Check as macy as apply.)
Never

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)
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Leering or suggestive look~;
Sexual remarks or teasing
Subtle sexual hints and
pressures
Touching, brushing against,
grabbing, pinching
Repeated pressure for personal
relationships
Sexual propositions
Coercive sex
Other forms (please specify)

Occasionally

Frequently

Fifty-nine percent of the Illinois employees and 46 percent of those from
Florida reported that they had experienced such unwanted sexual attention.
Different Results by Geographic Area
It appears that Florida women experience a lower rate of unwanted
sexual attention on the job than some others. This is consistent with the
findings of Myers in her survey of women in the Florida University
System. 18 The Merit Systems Protection Board found the rates of
reported sexual harassment to be lower for federal women in the
Southeast and Pacific Northwest; rates were higher in the North Central
and Upper Midwest regions. The rate of harassment reported was 38
percent in the Southeast, 47 percent in the Upper Midwest, and 42
percent nationwide for federal women. Thus, we could expect the
Federal and Illinois surveys to show somewhat different rates from the
Florida survey of government employees. The magnitude of the
difference between the Federal survey and the others, however, probably
is due to the differences in wording of the questions in the two surveys.
While reported sexual harassment does not appear to be as prevalent
in Florida as it may be in some other places, it still has sufficient
magnitude to constitute a problem. For a one-year period, about eight
percent of the state's women employees reported they experienced unwanted sexual attention to which they had negative reactions; five
percent said they were angered by the reported experience; and additional women said they were embarrassed or felt "put down." An
employer should have an interest in minimizing such experiences. In a
one-year period, four percent of the state's women employees reported
that they were scared or intimidated because of sexual harassment, which
is a sufficient number to provide evidence that government regulation to
protect workers is appropriate.
Half of the Florida women feared that resistance to unwanted sexual
attention would result in negative consequences. Among their fears were
worsened working conditions, lost promotions or pay raises, and poor
recommendations. Some were afraid they would lose their jobs. For such
reasons, only a third of the women were willing to ask the harasser to
stop, and only 20 percent reported the incidents. Thus, only 15 percent of
the harassment stopped and 16 percent diminished as a result of action
taken by the women. Some women said they did not know how to take
effective action, and others said they were afraid to do so.
Eleven percent of the Florida women reported that at some point in
their work career they had had to quit or request a transfer because of unwanted sexual attention. An additional seven percent reported that they
were fired, denied a promotion, or transferred involuntarily for the same
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reason. When 18 percent of the women employed by the State of Florida
report that they have suffered such significant disruptions to their work
careers, the conclusion must be reached that harassment is not only a
problem, it is a serious problem.
More on the Nature of Sexual Harassment

Research on the issue of sexual harassment is handicapped by the
absence of any consensus on a definition. As indicated, a wide range of
behaviors is listed as sexua harassment by one author or another, and
many do not clearly differentiate as to seriousness of behavior between a
wink or stare and coercive sex or rape. As noted above, some would leave
it up to each individual woman to determine whether her workplace atmosphere is sexually hostil•~, while others see harassment primarily as
sexual activity that is coerced by those in authority with threats or
promised rewards.
It is pertinent to consider that there is substantial consistency in the
descriptions of the kinds of unwanted sexual attention reported by
federal women, Florida women, and Illinois women. Only one or two
percent of the respondents who indicated that they had been sexually
harassed reported coercive sex. One of four reported physical contact
such as touching; 13 to 15 percent reported repeated pressure for relationships such as dates; one in three of the federal and Florida women
objected to sexual remarks or teasing; and about ten percent reported unwanted sexual propositions. Florida women appeared to be much less
sensitive than the Illinois women to behavior such as leering or suggestive looks. A substantial number of women reported experiencing a type
of sexual harassment more than once, but few women appeared to
experience any type frequent ly. The subtle harassment was more likely to
be repeated than the mon~ overt, with physical contact, repeated
pressures, and sexual propositions reported as frequent experiences by
one percent of the women.
Responsible persons agree that unwanted sexual attention or coercion
should not be tolerated from persons, such as supervisors, with authority
to make personnel decisions or establish terms and conditions of
employment. 19 Even when such persons do not use or threaten to use
their authority, the latent power can be coercive. Furthermore, attitudes
differ widely among individuals as to what is unwanted sexual attention.
Thus we believe that, when attention is directed toward an individual, it is
up to that individual to make clear whether the attention is undesirable.
Individuals cannot be alio".ved unilaterally to set the standards for
others in the workplace, but at the same time individual rights must be
protected. It is difficult to defi1.e standards about the types of visual and
verbal conduct in the area cf sex that are acceptable to society. But
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employers need general guides so that they can assure that an
appropriate workplace atmosphere is maintained without violating the
Constitutional rights of their employees. We shall have more to say about
such guidance, but for now an example is that, in our view, battery or assault should not be encompassed in a definition of sexual harassment,
because such criminal acts are of a different magnitude and should not be
confused with harassment. They should be covered by employment
policy appropriate to offenses subject to the criminal justice system.
Based on our review of the literature and of legal definitions in 15
states, the results of available surveys, and the above reasoning, we
suggest that the following types of behavior in the workplace should be
viewed as sexual harassment: (1) Any activity of a sexual nature that is
accompanied by use of, or threat or promise to use, organizational power,
or which a reasonable person would conclude might be coerced by use of
organizational power. (2) Any physical or verbal sexual conduct directed
at an individual which is continued after that individual objects or has
previously objected. (3) Any visually observed or verbal sexual conduct
which would be offensive to a significant number of the persons
employed at a work site, even though the free-speech rights of
individuals under the first amendment to the Constitution have been
taken into account.

The Legal Background
The surveys of Florida women and of men and women who work for
the federal government, as well as other surveys, all revealed strong
feelings that employees should not have to tolerate sexual harassment on
the job. The majority of both women and men said they felt that the use of
sex in the workplace was a serious problem and should be prevented.
The issue of sexual harassment was not considered by Congress when
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act was amended in 1964 to prohibit
discrimination on the basis of sex in employment. Indeed, the purpose of
introducing the amendment was to make the whole bill so controversial
that it would be defeated. But it passed, as amended, and discrimination
on the basis of sex in employment became illegal. Early attempts by
women to use Title VII in cases alleging sexual harassment were
unsuccessful, however. For example, in 1974 the Federal District Court
for the District of Columbia indicated that sexual harassment was not
prohibited by Title VIU 0 Then the Arizona District Court ruled in 1975
that Title VII outlawed only sex discrimination based on employer policy,
not acts of individual supervisors. The court expressed concern that there
would be a lawsuit every time an employee made an amorous advance. 21
The Northern District of California Court dismissed a similar case, saying
that it was probable that natural sex attractions played at least a subtle part
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in most personnel decisions. 22
All of those decisions were reversed at the Circuit Court level, but the
Circuit Court decisions h<we been inconsistent. They concur that sexual
harassment is a violation of Title Vll. 23 They concur that employers are
responsible for the acts o:=their supervisors.24 But it is unclear to what
extent sexual harassment i; covered when sexual compliance is not made
a condition of employment. It is also unclear what constitutes a term or
condition of employment, or the extent of the employer's responsibility
for acts of co-workers.25 Tr.e law is evolving on a case-by-case basis, with
numerous inconsistent decisions at the district and circuit court levels,
which leads to much uncertainty and unnecessary expense for employers
and to inequitable treatment for both victims and alleged perpetrators of
harassment. The law will not be settled until Congress or the Supreme
Court takes some definitive action.
Following the issuance of interim guidelines on Aprilll, 1980, the U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission published its final
guidelines on sexual harassment on November 10, 1980. 26 They interpret
Title VII as making sexual harassment illegal when (1) submission is a
condition of employment; (2) submission or rejection is the basis for
employment decisions; (3) the behavior interferes with work performance; or (4) the behav ior creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment. Under the guidelines, employers are responsible for the conduct of their supervisors, agents, employees, and others
toward their employees. W ith regard to supervisors, that responsibility
exists even if their actions were contrary to the employer's policy and the
organization did not know, and had no reason to know, of the acts. In
addition, favoritism to an in :iividual resulting from sexual favors can be
considered sex discrimination against other employees not so favored.
Congressional Hearings

Hearings on sexual harassment, held in the last few years by
committees of both the U.S. House and the U.S. Senate, generally have
emphasized the significance of the problem. It was at the initiative of
Congressman James M. Hanley of New York, who conducted the House
committee hearings, that the Merit Systems Protection Board undertook
its study of sexual harassment in the federal government and that the U.S.
Office of Personnel Management and the EEOC issued definitions of
harassment and guidelines for its prevention, first for federal employees
and then for all employers. There was little indication at the hearings of
the magnitude of the feeling~; of employers that the public policy being
established by EEOC was unreasonableY These negative reactions were
expressed in letters to EEOC commenting on its interim guidelines.
These controversial EEOC ~;uidelines were taken under review in 1981
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by the Regulatory Relief Task Force headed by Vice President George
Bush. They were said to be vague and to impose undue burdens on
employers.28 But EEOC voted not to revise them, and they are influencing
federal court decisions.
Relief from allegations of sexual harassment also can be sought in state
courts. Usually common law doctrine on breach of contract or intentional infliction of distress would provide the legal basis for seeking
damages. At least five states have amended their laws to make sexual
harassment illegal since 1978: California, Connecticut, Maryland,
Michigan, and Wisconsin. In addition, numerous state boards and
commissions have adopted regulations making sexual harassment
illegal.
In some states there are legal questions that need clarification. These
primarily concern the authority of state civil rights agencies to take action on charges of sexual harassment. Questions have also been raised
about whether those women who have resigned due to sexual harassment are eligible for unemployment compensation. Where these issues
are not problems, there is a question as to whether new state laws are
needed or desirable, especially since the federal courts and the EEOC
appear to have abrogated the efficacy of state laws on sexual harassment.
Recommendations for Public Policy
This subject is too sensitive and too controversial to leave to the courts
alone. While Title VII clearly has been extended by the courts and the
EEOC to cover sexual harassment, there is a need for Congress to
establish a more effective and more reasonable national public policy. But
the issues are too complex to expect that Congress could enact detailed
legislation. What is feasible is a statute making sexual harassment illegal;
giving EEOC the authority to issue definitive regulations, which Title VII
does not expressly give; and providing statutory guidance to EEOC in
order to assure the regulations are fair to both employees and employers
as outlined below. Congress, through its committees, also would need to
exercise effective oversight to assure that EEOC implements legislative
policy.
Public policy needs to be modified to provide employers with relief
from the EEOC concepts under which the employer is responsible for
acts committed by supervisors, even though the acts are contrary to
published employer policy, the employer did not know about them, and
there is no reason management should have known about them. 29 The
employer should be held liable for acts of sexual harassment by
supervisors only if they were acting within the line and scope of their
authority or the employer knew or should have known of their actions.
The illegal harassment actions of supervisors toward other employees,
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which take place away from the workplace, which the employer knows
about or should have known about, should remain the employer's
responsibility. If an employer is informed of supervisors' actions which
are contrary to law or the employer's policy, there should be an obligation to take appropriate corrective action where warranted. Responsibility of employers for non-supervisory employees and others in the
workplace, however, should be limited to acts which are contrary to law
or the employer's policy ar d which happen at work.
It is unreasonable to place a greater burden of responsibility on an
employer with regard to sexual harassment when the society at large has
permissive and undefined ~.tandards toward such behavior outside the
workplace. Employers have a responsibility to provide an appropriate
workplace for all individuah>, but they should not have a legal obligation
to reform society.
The responsibilities of employers should include actions that are the
basis for employment decisions, affect the terms and conditions of
employment, interfere with m individual's work performance, or create
an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment. The standards
for the work environment should be consistent with those of society, but
they must take into account the attitudes of persons employed in the
workplace. Such standards must recognize the individual's rights to free
speech, dress, and conduct under the Constitution, and they will need to
be reviewed with the passage of time.
Mitiga.ting Circumstances

The means by which an employer can protect the organization, by
establishing mitigating circu:nstances, should be broadly established in
public policy. These would include an employer policy prohibiting
sexual harassment by superv1sors and agents and by employees or others
in the workplace. The empl•Jyer should be responsible for making its
policy known to all of its employees through means appropriate to the
specific situation. The employer should have an appropriate grievance or
appeal procedure for allegations of sexual harassment. An obligation
should rest on the employer to investigate impartially such allegations
and to assure due process fo r all parties to the complaint. Conduct and
dress of individuals complaining of sexual harassment should be factors
considered by management in making determinations. Management
should have an obligation to take appropriate action to stop harassment,
indemnify the victim, and pu:1ish the offender as appropriate. Failure of
an individual to bring harassment to management's attention in
accordance with established policy should be considered a mitigating
circumstance.
Given that the effects of se:mal harassment on individuals go beyond
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their earnings, public policy should provide for punitive damages from
both employers and individuals. Such relief is not available under Title
VII. Public policy also should make clear that individuals who quit
because of sexual harassment normally will be entitled to unemployment
compensation.
What are the prospects that Congress will provide EEOC with
appropriate authority to regulate sexual harassment, provide guidance to
assure that EEOC would issue balanced, equitable regulations, and
exercise the oversight needed to assure that its guidance is implemented? If the research is accurate on how Congress faces up to controversial legislation, there would appear to be little likelihood that it will
take action.30 The most likely prospects for legislative action appear to
rest upon the possibility that organizations promoting women's rights
and those representing employers find as a common ground that their
overriding goal essentially is recognition of the dignity of all persons.
A farsighted administration that could build a consensus among
women's and business organizations on the issue of sexual harassment
would not only serve the best interests of the nation, but its own as well.
Only through such leadership might Congress be induced to take action
to provide legislation that is fair to both employee and employer.
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AIIOlS lliOHS

The Boys
of Shadow Elm.
Bob Levin

T

HE tennis court at Shadow Elm Park abuts the sidewalk. Passers-by
hook fingers in the wire fence and watch the play.
"Don't feed the animals, you little futzers," Big Sol shouts at two
teenagers. "Watch out we don't siss on your shoes."
Steven whips the fuzzless ball against the practice wall. With his high
loop topspin he whips it again. FREE SONNIE BARGER is spray painted
on the wall. The ball strikes the B and does not make a dent.
His strokes feel fine. He is relaxed, strong, smooth. The ball smacks the
wall and returns. The layoff seems to have improved his game.
"Order on the court," Big Sol calls as Steven steps through the gate.
"Ham on rye." Desmond completes the joke. He totters forward to
return O'Toole's serve. O'Toole has had a double by-pass, cataracts
removed, lost hearing in one ear. Desmond's humped back threatens to
collapse his spindly legs. At net The Wizard crouches on O'Toole's side
and on Desmond's Johnson Gayle. Whites wrap the four like dressings.
"So, Darrow," says Big Sol. "Back to free us all?"
"You're looking good." Steven does not feel as if he has been away.
"Sunshine. Orange juice. Movie stars in every bed." Big Sol pounds his
chest. "No place like the U.S.A."
The Wizard lobs over Desmond's head. He drop shots the charging
Johnson Gayle.
"Just out." Big Sol holds two fingers an inch apart as the forehand sails
over the base line.
"Move!" Johnson Gayle punches his left thigh. His hair is parted above
each ear and brushed up and forward from both sides across his skull.
"When will you learn to move?"
Taxi Driver and Sailor John sit on the other bench. Like always Sailor
John wears a black T -shirt and drinks from a beer can in a paper bag. He
does not act as if he has seen Steven before. The ladder posted by midcourt still says Sailor John is Number One.
"Can I see your racket?" says Taxi Driver.
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Steven passes it to him, still looking at Sailor John.
"I got graphite."
Steven nods.
"Steel's too brittle. It'll b reak when you need it most."
Steven takes back his racket. Taxi Driver wears stained Bjorn Borg
shorts and Arthur Ashe snEakers thick with Shoe Goo. A John McEnroe
band clamps matted, tangled hair.
"Equipment is the key," Big Sol says.
"Clothes make the man,'' Desmond sings.
The Wizard cuts a drop volley away from the tottering Desmond. The
Wizard peers through thick glasses down a long nose. He has the touch,
knows the angles; his game is surgically astute. The Wizard slices a
backhand Johnson Gayle weakly nets.
"What am I doing? When will I learn?"
"Never saw you miss that one," says Big Sol. "Not since last set."
Johnson Gayle punches his thigh. His black and blue mark is as permanent as any scar.
"Hustle. That's the key."
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,.

,.

"So," Beth says. "Think you'll be in town long?"
The poster is constructed pyramidically. On top is a swollen Mayor
Daley. A shackled black man lies beneath his feet. At base stand a line of
soldiers with bayonets fixed. A CLOSED CONVENTION IN A CLOSED
CITY, the poster says. They had waved it through the tear-gassed streets.
Now, behind glass, it hang~ ; between a Miro and Goines.
"I've been running one play too long. It's time I tried some options."
"That's nice."
"Career-wise." Steven keeps looking at the wall. "Did Bernie do
that?"
"Bernie? No."
"You sure? I'm not sure.' ·
He crosses to look at the poster. Adam and Jason are playing with a
yellow truck they have programmed to run straight, turn, or circle constantly. Laughing, they follow while it bangs into a table, chair, and wall.
"Positive I can't get you a drink?"
"No, thanks."
"It'll be nice having you back."
Roger enters the room. "~)orry. Business." His cowboy shirt is French.
He puts down the phone and sits on the sofa next to Beth. "You know anything about obtaining zoning variances, Steve?"
"Uh-uh. Resisting notice~-to-quit's far as I go."
"Sure you won't have ju~ ;t one?"
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Steven shakes his head. "Not Bernie, huh?"
"Definitely." Beth sips her white wine. She swipes at her frosted hair.
"Steven's relocating."
"That so? Not enough action in Mendocino?"
"Too much." At the end communication came solely through position
papers. The collective could not decide if its priority was advocacy or
organizing. It could not decide if secretaries should have equal voting
rights or what to do about the Middle East. Steven keeps staring at the
wall. If he added together his earnings for his five years he would just outpoint the starting salaries of certain first year graduates. "I wonder what
happened to Bernie." He does not expect an answer. "Or Franklin
Davenport?"
"Probably became a nightclub comic like Leary. Or a swinger like Jerry
Rubin."
"Bet that picture brings big bucks some day, babe," says Roger. "You
were smart to hang onto it."
The yellow truck breaks out of its circle. It charges off the step between
the living room and den.

..

..

..

"Comic books!" The Wizard speaks with absolute solemnity and
reverence.
" ... your eyes are brown," Big Sol concludes.
The Wizard raises one hand. With the other he crosses his heart.
"Twelve thousand dollars for joke books?"
"Plus some original art."
"Art? Talking ducks? Muscle bound jerks flying around in underwear?"
The Wizard smiles tolerantly. "You plan to pursue security amidst the
current crisis or you don't? It's a free country."
"I read," says Taxi Driver. "Where a guy sold Superman for a lot of
money."
Sailor John holds his paper bag while he plays. He puts it down to
serve. He overpowers Johnson Gayle and out-finesses O'Toole. There is a
rumor Sailor John played Number One in college. No one knows what
college. No one knows what Sailor John does. His only flaw is his serve.
He corkscrews his body violently, risking injury, costing himself power
and control. There is a rumor Sailor John lost 0 and 1 in the first round of a
local tournament. Now he plays only at Shadow Elm.
"Action Number One," Steven says.
"You investing in joke books too, Darrow?"
"I read the same article."
"Arthur Ching's whole cellar," says The Wizard. "Was full of Mickey
Mouse."
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"As to him, I believe nothing." Big Sol waves a hand at Taxi Driver. But
he looks at The Wizard qu izzically.
"Said they were the best investment he ever made."
"Arthur Ching was a smart Chinaman. But with Chinamen you never
know. Could have been something else in his basement entirely."
"In the last decade your S•J-called collectibles have outperformed your
Wall Street stocks, your bonds, not to mention all your other so-called
major investments."
"Joke books did better than gold?"
"Not only comics but ba:;eball cards and ... "
"Cigarette butts."
" ... beer cans."
"Beer cans? You tell me ]:Jhn there can buy and sell us all?"
The Wizard bends closer to Sol. "I understand Nelson Rockefeller had
duplicate sets of Sheena Queen of the Jungle in his vault in Berne."
"Nelson Rockefeller?"
"I had a whole set of baseball cards," Taxi Driver says. "Mickey Mantle.
Hammering Henry Aaron. Sad Sam Jones ... "
"You're telling me Nelson Rockefeller was rneshugana as you and him
both?"
"It's not the number of comic books, you understand. Condition is
critical."
" . . . Willie Puddin'head :rones. Mack The Knife Jones."
"Nelson Rockefeller. Polishing joke books. Rubbing out pencil marks
with spit."
"Probably he hired someone to spit for him," Steven says.
"Everywhere I looked I had a Jones."
"Now if flakes of color are missing at the staples, that is one thing . But if
your glossiness is gone ... " The Wizard folds his hands and lets his head
drop."
"The whole world's rneshugana. What's the score there?"
*

*

*

Steven walks around Lak· ~ Merritt toward the court house. He recognizes a judge, two assistant district attorneys, a public defender, and a
man he represented against an indecent exposure charge. They all jog in
one direction around the lake. He walks in the other.
At the court house Steve1 remembers when he and Ray would joke
that they had to bend forward at a 45-degree angle to walk through the
door because the hostility in side against their clients was trying that hard
to knock them on their ass. The hostility never knocked down Steven. But
once he tore ligaments slipping on the steps.
"Ray's expecting me."
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The bailiff looks at him like he is a burglar or worse.
In chambers Steven studies the walls. They are decorated with certificates of commendation and scrolls of approval and autographed
photographs of William Kunstler, Bill Cosby, Bobby Seale. "You ever turn
on in here?" He cannot help saying that.
"C'mon, Steve," says the Honorable Raymond Frank. "Grow up."

..

..

..

Besides its tennis court, Shadow Elm Park has a volleyball court, two
basketball courts, and a low-slung auditorium in which children can
bounce on trampolines, adolescents dance, and senior citizens play
bridge. On the bulletin board Steven reads the notices:
PSYCHIC CLASSES
AWARENESS THROUGH MOVEMENT
LOST TERRIER
LOOKS LIKE BENJI
The community, he thinks, retains energy. If he takes his time, he will
catch the flow.
"Sit right down here, young fellow," O'Toole says as Steven
approaches. "With my leg I need someone to run for the balls."
Desmond finishes his third crossword puzzle of the morning. "With
me it's the cold. Gets me right here. Or else the heat does."
"You both look good."
O'Toole turns his good ear toward Steven. "Well, what can you do?" He
nods and smiles and nods.
"Your old man was a dumb, sot, potatohead," says Johnson Gayle, who
lost his last set 6-2.
O'Toole nods and smiles.
"Your mother slept with the Royal Engineers."
"You're right-sometimes the knee. But mainly the whole leg."
The set finishes. Taxi Driver comes over.
"Can I see your racket?"
Steven hands it to him.
"Equipment is the key," Big Sol says, taking Desmond's seat.
Johnson Gayle double faults.
"Steel's too rigid . I had steel. It broke at the throat."
"Guess I been lucky."
"Just long." Big Sol holds two fingers an inch apart.
"Split clean when I hit an overhead ." Taxi Driver looks up as if to spot
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the overhead descending. Then he seems to lose his train of thought,
drops his arm holding the racket, but continues to stare into the empty
sky.

*

*

*

"Man, remember when the only choice was black or white?" Marvin
asks. "High tops or low cut."
"The Celtics wore black ." Steven says. "Being from Philly I hated
those."
"Now half my stock costs more'n I ever spent on shoes." He holds up a
waffle-soled, red and gray pair. "Bought a Dodge for less than these.
Lasted longer too." Marvin wears a beret, black leather vest, necklace of
polished stones and bone. '<\Then he and Steven met at the Elm, Marvin
was living in a van and dealing on Telegraph Ave.
In one block Steven and Marvin pass a fruit juice bar, wine shop, Italian
deli, Jewish deli, poultry store, cheese store, fish market, and imported tea
and coffee shop. "Berkeley now," says Marvin. "Is like living in the
gourmet food aisle of the supermarket."
On the phone pole is a picture of an airedale.
LOST FOLLOWING FIRE
REWARD
They enter a gelato parlo r. Along the wall are framed lithographs of
women alone or in pairs. Three young women work behind the counter.
Two have short hair and one a skinny, purple braid. She has a star tattooed
on each deltoid.
Marvin orders a double chocolate. Steven orders a chocolateblackberry cream. They sit at a table beneath a portrait of a woman
stroking a cat.
"I hardly get to play," Marvin says. "By the time I close it's cold and
dark. O'Toole still kicking?"
Steven nods.
"What's his name? The hunchback? Desmond. The boys?"
"They're there. They're good. How about you? How's the store?"
"Real good. I mean, I like it. I never thought I'd like it, but it's real
interesting." Marvin leans closer. "You got to have the stock. You got to
have a specialty. People got to get you in mind soon as they think of a
sport."
"What's your sport?"
Marvin shrugs. "My therapist's hot for cross-country skiing. But you
got to be careful. Could be just another fad. I know lots of sharp guys got
hurt holding lots of 10 speeds."
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Behind the counter the women are slapping a hockey puck back and
forth with brooms. All are laughing loudly.
"Goddamri. gays," Marvin says. "Sometimes I think they're the only
ones still having fun."
Steven eats his ice cream. It is good.
"How 'bout you, man? What you gonna do?"
"I have my ticket." Steven taps his wallet in which is his Bar card. "''m
working on the right game plan."
"Do me a favor . Leave the jigs out of it this time, man. 'Cause I bet half of
East Oakland's in warm-ups ripped offa me."

,.

,.

,.

Sailor John pulls Johnson Gayle from one line to the other. WHOPforehand corner. WHOP-backhand. He does not put him away. For the
moment he is content to watch him run.
"Travolini's," says Desmond. "Mmmm." Since his wife died, Desmond
eats out each night. Mornings he reports each meal. "Senior Citizen
Special: spaghetti; salad; garlic bread. All you can eat; under two dollars.
Coffee's extra."
"And it tastes," Big Sol says. "So you need one tub coffee minimum."
"You guys could save on food. Pool your money and form a buying
club."
"What he calls food, Darrow, my stomach' d sue my tongue, I should let
it in."
Desmond points back at Big Sol. "To fill that barrel'd take half my Social
Security."
"I already anticipated this inflation," says The Wizard. "By storing cases
of tuna fish under my bed."
"Lucky for your cats," says Big Sol.
"I ain't been to Katz's in years," O'Toole says. "They had a brisket with
potatoes and onions. Once I chipped a tooth."
Johnson Gayle comes to net. He winds up on a floater and socks it.
"Just long." Big Sol holds up his two fingers . "You ever run a food
buyer, Darrow?"
"Once. In Hunter's Point."
"Keep everybody in Hunter's Point full of rice and beans."
"Till the chairman donated the stock to four families burnt out of their
tenement."
"I hope you checked the goniff's shelves and pockets and under his
bed."
Steven turns back to the game. He is not sure Big Sol is wrong. He
thinks Sailor John is tentative on his approaches. The backhand line lies
open. Then you could crosscourt him.
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Desmond finishes another puzzle. He lays the Chronicle on the
bench.
"So how rich are we today?" Big Sol says to The Wizard, who has
picked up the financial section. "Do we break ground for the
clubhouse?"
"I am collecting information only."
"Then pass over the sports . The major investment in my life is running
at Bay Meadows."
"When I've completed my informing."
Big Sol sniffs. "That is today's news you're reading?"
"What else?"
"Maybe you saved two dimes collecting from trash baskets."
The Wizard leaves to hit against the wall.
"With his money," says Dt!smond. "He should join the Claremont he
don't enjoy our company."
"He don't even buy new balls. His whole game is dinks so he don't wear
out his strings. Comes the rainy day, from tuna cans he'll build his ark."
"My arches are sore," says O'Toole. He nods and smiles. "Can't get
around like I used to."
Johnson Gayle flings his racket at the fence.
"An Australian grip," Big Sol says. "It'll double your distance."
Sailor John puts his hands on his hips between points. His whole face
expands as he sucks air. He could not keep it up, Steven thinks. The beer
is getting to him.

*

*

*

The Club wastes no space. The weights begin where the lockers endthe slabs of iron hefted up and crashing down. The sauna, steam, and
showers are built into one wall. Racket ball courts fill another-the splat
of rubber balls.
The Club is all men. Nude men, men in shorts, men getting in and out
of suits. The youngest men are college age; the oldest, past retirement.
Some of the men are as well muscled as any statue. Some are so swollen
or shriveled the reason for their membership seems lost. An All Pro
tackle had belonged to the Club. The other members mentioned him with
awe . He had spent hours on one bench, glowering, grunting, hoisting
great weights with the knee he'd torn. But his comeback had failed and he
had returned to Missouri.
Now there were no All Pros any more.
Steven swims 25 laps. Being alone, he believed, occupied by simple
repetitions, would free his mind and permit new thoughts. But all it does
is dwell on muscles that hurt, the water he swallows, and the number of
laps remaining before he is done. He counts the laps and computes the
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percentages. Each time he touches at the deep end he glances at the clock
which fills half the wall.
Ray lies on a deck chair reading a Wall Street Journal which the sauna has
dried orange and brittle.
"Good workout?"
Steven nods. He tries to catch his breath without showing he is
winded.
"So far the only activity I've mastered is the buffet. You'll have to let me
bring you."
"Sounds good."
"Remember Kermit Morehead? He joined just after I did."
"No kidding."
"And Stan Feingold."
Stan Feingold had been with Legal Aid. Now he advertised his Law
Clinics on BART walls.
"And Marty First. Real nice guys. Marty asked for you."
"I haven't seen many people. I'm lying low until my game plan's
together."
Ray nods like he has not heard this before. "I guess even Berkeley's
changed. It's been years since I've turned a corner and found a demonstration charging my car."
"Maybe you go home a different way." Ray had been one of the best. He
had handled everything-picketings to homicides. If anyone deserved it,
Ray did.
"Maybe. But I'm glad for the change. I don't see how the good guys
make it now. No draft to spring the middle class from . No Congressmen's kids busted for roaches in the ash tray. Everything is No Fault and
Do It Yourself. What pays the bills to fight the good fight?"
"Sex discrimination's clean."
"The market's overcrowded. The people I know are looking for small
businesses to start and grab a piece of."
The hands on the clock lurch forward . If they fall, they are big enough
to skewer a battalion.
''I'm not worried," Steven says.
"Want a tip? Try immigration. They pay up front. The law's all in one
book. Plus every illegal knows at least six others. Hook them and they'll
send you their divorces, wills, their slip and falls. Know Spanish?"
"Nada. Frijole. Felix Mantilla."
"Learn."

*

*

*

"Raw?"
"Raw in salad. Sauteed in butter. Baked in bread."
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"Last bread my sister baked," O'Toole says. "Give you a hernia to
lift."
"Reminds me when I w<.s young." Big Sol places one of the zucchini
between his legs. "The girls wouldn't leave me alone."
"And her potatoes could snap your jaw."
"It's nice," Big Sol says. "Very, very nice. But what's wrong with the
store? Saves you energy an j time, not to mention on your water bill and
fertilizer ."
"I got time. This gives me something to do." Since his wife died,
Desmond gardens. He solves puzzles and eats dinner out.
"I've seen your garden. "Your snails it gives something to do. Eat your
zucchini."
"Then I got more to do." Desmond grinds the asphalt with his racket.
"Kill snails."
"And her pie-Drano wculd be safer."
O'Toole takes one zucchini. Steven takes one and says thank you. Big
Sol grumbles and takes thn!e of the biggest.
Johnson Gayle double faults at set point and curses his mother. Taxi
Driver asks to look at everyone's racket.
Steven warms up with Big Sol and O'Toole with Desmond. He reminds
himself he must not feel sorry for Desmond. He must not let the kidding
upset his concentration or be frustrated by the lack of pace. He must play
each point in its own vacuum.
"Rough," O'Toole calls as the racket spins.
Steven poaches the return and slams it at Desmond's feet.

..

..

..

NO SHAVING
SHOWEE BEFORE ENTERING
The heat strikes Steven in the chest. The steam is so thick he can see no
one but Ray. Steven coughs. From the opposite bench another echoes his.
He remembers the first time i1is father took him into a steam room. He
had been excited. He had resisted the pain from the heat and steam
because he was with the men.
"The appointment caught .ne at the right time. I'd about given up .
Brown was so hung up on minorities I thought I'd have to put on a
skirt."
Ray will be good, Steven thinks. He can adjust without forgetting.
Some people forget. And som~ remember but cannot adjust to use what
they remember.
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"It's not the money and the benefits. Not that it's wrong to think of
those."
"Like you said, you've got a family to consider."
"Plus I can make a real contribution. When I speak out now, I'm not
some crackpot agitator. This robe carries weight."
You were no crackpot, Steven thinks. There were no crackpots. Sweat
pours out of him. It runs down his sides and legs to the drain on the floor.
He grows smaller as he sits. "You look good in black. Goes great with the
beard."
"It's like a new life's starting for me. I experience things in an entirely
different way sitting there. It's like being reborn at 40."
Steven is having difficulty breathing. The steam has sealed his lungs.
He does not think he can take much more. He will reimburse Ray his
guest fees as soon as he gets· his game together.
"But you ought to see the looks I get from some of these kids who don't
know me. The scorn in their eyes."
*

*

*

Johnson Gayle whips a forehand between Steven and The Wizard. He
starts to laugh, then chokes it off. A hand goes to his throat. He staggers
toward the baseline, reverses, and comes to net.
"Hey, John," someone on the bench yells.
"Quit kidding. You meshugana."
His hand is on the net. He looks into the sky.
Johnson Gayle collapses. His hair slips from his naked skull.
"Get a doctor! Call a doctor quick!"
"Don't move him! Stand back! He needs air!"
A purple vein in Johnson Gayle's skull throbs. Steven thinks of
pinching Johnson Gayle's nostrils closed with one hand, clamping his
tongue down with the other, and blowing air into his mouth. He hopes
that someone else will think of this. It has been many years since his
summer camp life-saving course. Even then it was not something he ever
wished to do.
While he is thinking, Johnson Gayle stands. He pats his hair back into
place.

*

*

*

Nearly everyone leaves after the ambulance takes Johnson Gayle for
observation. When Taxi Driver asks to see his racket, Steven does not
look at him or speak.
"No sense wasting sunshine." Sailor John stands by the bench,
drinking from his paper bag.
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"I'll hit with you."
"Graphite's no good for l:ouch," Taxi Driver says.
"I had an old fart die on mo~ once," Sailor John says while he and Steven
rally. "Carne up to me atthe Safeway. Asked ifi'd run him to his doc's. He
didn't look too good. Sweat:r, shiny-like. I said, Okay. What the hell. One
minute he's giving me directions. The next he's gurgling in the back
seat."
Steven counts to himself. Four points for him. Three for Sailor John.
"Well, I ran him to Herrick. Pulled right up to the E.R. Damn, but the
attendants took their time. Then you should've seen the looks they gave
me. Acted like I snuffed the guy. Even had the cops grill me. By the time I
got horne my old lady gave me hell. Wanted to know where I been."
"Do you know what hap pened?"
"All's I knew was that tha : guy weren't me." Sailor John's black T-shirt
is blacker from the sweat. "A couple days later his wife called. Thanked
me for all I done ."
"I think I'll try tungsten next time."
Two women in whites climb out of a Spider. They approach the gate.
"Court's reserved. Club tournament. Try Hearst." Nine for him and six
for Sailor John. Steven dec tdes he is not ready for a match yet.
But there is no question he has reached a new level. He can rely on his
strokes. He answers every shot that comes. Th ere is no question he is
running Sailor John. Anyone could see it. If he had let the women stay,
they would have seen it. T<txi Driver is staring into the sky.
He must play each point in a vacuum .

..

..

..

The sky is gray and the ai r cold. Steven buys a double chocolate at the

gelato parlor. The three women are practicing fast draws with the cap guns
of their Halloween

costurnt ~ s.

SEE WITHOUT GLASSES
GE:)TALT THERAPIST
WILL TRAD E SKILLS FOR CARPENTER
LOST PERSIAN CAT
BLUE FLEA COLLAR
Taxi Driver sits on a bench on the corner. H e is wrapping black tape
around his racket's handle.
"I think I've got the answer."
The tape is wound very :hick.
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"You can use it sometimes. It is perfect."
Steven rides the bus up Spruce Street. The setting sun has shattered
the sky into shards of red. Desmond, hunched forward, walks up the hill.
He carries his athletic bag. Suddenly he turns and looks behind him.
Whatever he thought he saw is not there. He continues to trudge up the
hill with his bag.
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The Time of Friendship:
the Short Fiction
of Paul Bowles
John Ditsky

T

HE American expatriate composer and writer Paul Bowles made a
striking original claim on the attention of readers of the short story
with the 1950 publication of his first collection, A Delicate Prey. Stories by
Bowles continued to appear in relatively distinguished magazines
throughout the 1950s and 1960s, moreover, and eventually the products
of those years were brought together in the single volume The Time of
Friendship (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967). In spite of the
enormous variety of narrative modes employed in the volume's 13
pieces, there emerges from it the idea of the Paul Bowles short story. This
idea, as I want to show, comes down in the end to recognitions of
inadequacies in the mutual perceptions and responses of human beings,
of failures to observe the need to impose ideals less and to love more.
These failures are likely to occur against a complementary exterior
landscape of aridity, desolation, and estrangement, which further
aggravate the effects of human insufficiency. As a result, the deprived
individuals are thrown back upon their inner resources and the
manipulation of those resources: upon drugs and alcohol, upon fantasy
and myth and magic and dream.
As if denying that we must love one another or die, Bowles's characters seem determined to prove the possibility of some middle ground,
neither entirely possessing nor utterly forsaking love and death. But this
middle ground turns out to be a center that will not hold; so that in the
end the stories in The Time of Friendship, most of them set in lands where
nomads travel from oasis to oasis, become masterful explorations of a
country of transient feeling.
Nine of the 13 stories in The Time of Friendship, are set in the North
Africa of Bowles's longtime residence; two take place in Mexico; one each
is in New York City and New England. Along with establishing the
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obvious importance of North Africa-specifically, Morocco-to Bowles,
this preponderance of setting also points to another, equally evident feature of Bowles's writing: the use of his exile abroad not, as was the case
with some expatriates of an earlier era, to write about the homeland but
rather to interpret the adopted country for the enlightenment of
foreigners . Given Bowles's strong ability to evoke a sense of place for his
readers and to manipulate that sense for purposes central to those of the
stories themselves, it is intere·>ting to watch the way the sense of local
focus shifts from story to story or even within stories, depending on
whether the writer's interes t is primarily texturally naturalistic or
parabolic, specific or generalized, clearly perceived or hallucinatory.
Complicating the perceptions of all parties involved-author, reader,
and characters-is the prevalen ce in Bowles's writing of various sorts of
consciousness-warping substances: kif, hashish, alcohol. Of these things
and their interrelationships, more must be said when individual stories
are examined. For the moment, though, it may be observed that Paul
Bowles writes a very different sort of "local color" story than his 19thcentury literary ancestors did . For Bowles, place, far from being merely
touristically photographed "material," becomes intrinsically a part of the
writer's examination of human failures of all kinds.
Rich Palette
Bowles makes no attempt to obscure his prepossessions; he places his
title story at the beginning of hi:> collection and endows its formal solidity
with a fairly rich palette of imagery. The reader is immediately introduced to one of the two central characters, a Swiss (hence "neutral"?)
woman named Fraulein Wind ling, who spends her winters at a North
African "oasis" but is "determin ed to pay . . . no attention" to the troubles
in the North, where the native population has risen against the French.
An unmarried schoolteacher, she is attracted to the people and landscape
of the desert, of whom and which "Her first sight . . . had been a
transfiguring experience." For it seemed that "before coming here she
had never been in touch with life at all." This desert oasis seems to offer a
fuller and realer sort of life, and she notes of the local woodgathering
women that they seem able to rt ~ad connections between the long-buried
roots of trees in the very wind. Thus, ironically, this wind-named character begins to discover through the force that creates deserts itself the
image of a different sort of life, 'me of a freedom unknown to her back at
her home in watchwork Switzerland.
In this setting where liaisons between adult European males and Arab
boys are notoriously possible, Bowles's scarcely sexual Swiss maiden
now meets Slimane, a local boy some twelve years of age, whose name
tallies with that of a great Moslem king. The Suleiman/ Slimane/ Solomon
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coincidence of names is part of the cultural punning that the story rests
upon, for young Slimane strongly requests this "Nazarene" woman not
to talk about Islam, of which he thinks she knows nothing. Yet his
presence seems to teach the woman more about the religion of love she
professes to represent, since Slimane accepts her conspicuous presents
yet "wanted nothing, expected nothing." Slimane enters her employ, and
"It was probably her happiest season in the desert, that winter of
comradeship when together they made the countless pilgrimages down
the valley." Again, there is irony in such a winter of supreme content (and
in a desert of all places}, occurring in the midst of such formidable oppositions of forces. In this context of religious referents, such "pilgrimages"
become foreshadowings, as well as further instances ofBowles's exploitation of setting.
Yet a phrase like "the time of friendship" implies the ending to such
times and fixed limitations upon their extensions. Fraulein Windling
thinks as much in musing upon the way the outside world is beginning to
intrude upon her relationship with Slimane, her "true" friend:
. . . But even while she was saying, "How happy I am to see
you, Slimane," she remembered that their time together was
now limited, and an expression of pain passed over her face as
she finished the phrase. "I shall not say a word to him about
it," she decided. If he, at least, still had the illusion of
unbounded time lying ahead, he would somehow retain his
aura of purity and innocence, and she would feel less anguish
during the time they spent together.
Thus, in the mind of Fraulein Windling, Slimane's approaching maturity
merges with the reality of the encroaching outside world; while she
defines her love and freedom as taking place within a womb of time, his
own self-expression requires a thrust into the outside world, escape from
his entrapment by his own and cherished Moslem society.
Christmas Creche

As this woman takes a photograph of Slimane out in the wind-swept
desert, she conceives the incredible plan of cementing their friendship by
inviting him to see a Christmas creche she would build for him, in spite of
the fact that she herself sees the creche idea as a way of saying that" everything was ending." Even as she has these thoughts, the wind sweeps sand
into her eyes; even as she builds the creche in secret, she takes some of
the time remaining away from Slimane. When the expected night arrives,
things don't go right: the wind blows, Slimane's presence at her meal gets
thwarted, and Fraulein Windling sentimentalizes her visions of the
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Christmas narrative so that they tally with Slimane's own experiences:
. . . When she told him about Bethlehem she was really
describing Slimane' sown village, and the house of Joseph and
Mary was the house down in the ksar where Slimane had been
born. The night sky arc :ted above the Oued Zousfana and its
stars glared down upon the cold hammada. Across the erg on
their camels came the Wise Men in their burnooses and
turbans, pausing at the crest of the last great dune to look
ahead at the valley where the dark village lay. When she had
finished, she blew her nose.
But when Slimane at last sees the creche, his lack of interest is plain; in
her absence, he destroys the arrangement in order to get at the candies
she has decorated it with, leaving, essentially, "a pile of sand" and trash.
Fraulein Windling realizes h1~r great mistake:
"This is the desert," ~.he told herself. Here food is not an
adornment; it is meant to be eaten. She had spread out food
and he had eaten it. An:r argument which attached blame to
that could only be false . And so she lay there accusing herself.
"It has been too much head and high ideals," she reflected,
"and not enough heart." Finally she traveled on the sound of
the wind into sleep.
When the local authorities tell her she must leave the area because of the
insurrection, it merely confirms for her the fact that "the time of
friendship is finished."
An interesting aspect of Bowles's style that occurs elsewhere as well is
the tendency to have his characters read meanings into landscapes and
weather, on their own initiatives, as it were, and thus by no culpable and
pathetic fallacy of the author. Fraulein Wind ling looks out over her desert
surroundings, knowing that she must leave, and sees that although the
desert looks the same, the rEddening sky above it presages war and
change. And after Slimane accompanies her part of the way and she
finally tells him that taking the creche candy was truly "good" and not a
dreadful act, the story ends with Windling realizing that Slimane has
gone off to be a soldier with the help of money she has given him and with
her again studying the darkening sky from her train window. She knows
that once she is "home" her days will be filled with the dread of waiting
for the news of Slimane's inevitable death. Wind and sand in this story,
then, accompany both the aridity of personality that must be educated to
the full nature of friendship's d ~mands; and they also, ironically, whisper
of change and freedom, of new maturities, even though that transforma-
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tion may and will lead eventually to suffering and death.
In spending so relatively much space with the initial narrative, I recognize that at least two observations may be made by way of justification:
First, that "The Time of Friendship" is, for all its Jamesian cultureclashing, quite obviously a core dramatization of Paul Bowles's own
Moroccan experiences, with such elements as sexuality neatly subsumed
into a higher sort of discussion (a kind of Death in Venice turned in upon
itself, if one can imagine such a thing). Second, the story is, after all, one of
the longer pieces in the collection.
"The Successor"

A briefer story, "The Successor," deals with the crafty intelligence of
Ali, brother to the owner of a cafe to which tourists come for the view and
to spend their money. Bowles handles this narrative like a biblical parable
tinged with Faulknerian and bemused sub-"outrage." It is a revenge
comedy of the what-next!? sort, skillfully made subtler by the point-ofview's creation of reader complicity. Ali suffers by reason of being a
second son and therefore not his father's heir; this is "crushing injustice."
"His brother was like the weather: one watched it and was a victim to its
whims. It was written, but that did not mean it could not change."
All that happens in this story, on the surface of things, is that Ali
observes his brother accepting sleeping pills from a Belgian visitor in
order to have his way with a young woman who, given too many pills,
subsequently dies. The story ends with Ali in charge of the cafe, while his
brother is being taken away by comically disbelieving police. The story is
brought off as well as one of Faulkner's about Negroes or Snopeses
displaying their Darwinian capabilities: one wants to intervene but one
also has to laugh.
The collection's third story, "The Hours After Noon," is prefaced by a
quotation from Baudelaire to the effect that the "echoes" of the memories
of even the most "incoherent" life create a logical "music." The story
begins with Mrs. Callender's outburst at table to the effect that men don't
understand about "such things," which refers to the sensitivity of young
women. Instead of the western Algerian desert setting of "The Time of
Friendship," "The Hours After Noon" has a more cosmopolitan
Moroccan one; instead of two-party exchanges, we are given the conversations of a group of Europeans, people who are repelled by certain
aspects of Moroccan life but who themselves introduce much of what in
the story is morally questionable. And in place of the Algerian Huck
Slimane, who has made an earlier attempt at flight when we meet him
first, there is Mrs. Callender's daughter Charlotte.
Mrs. Callender believes in limiting a young girl's "opportunities for
learning" about men, and she is particularly concerned about the
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presence in the vicinity of a middle-aged roue, M. Royer, whose name is
suggestive like Mrs. Callender's. "Voluptuous memories burned in the
mind like fire in a tree stump'' for Mrs. Callender, so that her fears for her
daughter are clearly projectic ns of her own insecurities. An archeologist
friend suggests that the way to handle Royer is to send him out to the
countryside, where the Mor•JCcans know how to deal with men who
chase girls: a coil of wire around the neck, and that will be that. But Mrs.
Callender is above such talk and rejects the message of the Moroccan
countryside. Yet she also confesses that "In all these years of living in
Morocco she had never ceasEd wondering at the astonishing difference
made by the sun," and she abo bewares "the hours after noon ... when
the day had begun to go toward the night, and she no longer trusted
herself to be absolutely certain of what she would do next, or what
unlikely idea would come into her head."
Again, a landscape becomt~s a screen on which the inner person is
projected, as if one saw one's inner fears animate themselves there like so
many desert imps.
Liaison Set Up
By the time Charlotte and !<.oyer meet, her mother's attitudes toward
men and toward her choice o f friends has had the predictable effect of
setting up a liaison between the Frenchman and her. And yet it is the
archeologist who, taking Charlotte for a drive along the ocean at night,
casually and brutally extracts a kiss from her, confirming her suspicions
that her mother's notions are hardly to be trusted. A pair of meetings with
Royer, whom we have earlier g:impsed slapping a bothersome Moroccan
child, and Charlotte has driven her mother into asking the archeologist to
take Royer out to the countryside digging site with him. This request
follows a scene in which the mother remembers her own Andalusian
youth, filled as it was with "imminent possibility"; whereas now the same
sort of possibility for her daughter, as the mother thinks about the matter
on one of her unstable afternoons, is so disturbing that she tries to drive
out the distant sound of a Moroccan wedding celebration. When
Charlotte briefly disappears, Mrs. Callender, fearing the worst, has
herself driven out to the site to confront Royer and the archeologist. But it
seems that Royer, attracted by the sound of drumming, had wandered off
the night before. When the archeologist tells her to be careful of the
barbed wire around the site, Mrs. Callender realizes the inevitability of
the results of her actions:
Now it was complete. E\oerything had been said. All she had
to do was go on breathing deeply, facing the sea. Of course. A
coil of wire around his neck. Behind a rock. A minute or two
later she went back in.
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Mrs. Callender's assumptions are exactly confirmed in the final
flashback-tableau in which we see Royer, who is dallying with an Arab
child he has met, which is reminiscent not only of the other child, the one
he slapped, but also of his telling Charlotte that his code of honor rests
upon the easy availability of girls who don't protest his advances. We see
Royer thus preoccupied at the moment of his assassination. Not only
does this story end with a chillingly vivid feeling of fatality, like "The Time
of Friendship," but it also tallies with "The Successor" in the ways it
shows the subconscious desires of its principal character working their
way into realization. Finally, Bowles is at his most American in the first
and third of these stories in showing his characters attempting to read in
Nature the answers to their own dilemmas; in the ironically juxtaposed
presences of representatives of supposedly "primitive" cultures.
"A Friend of the World" completes and balances this initial foursome
by presenting Salam, who backs his self-description as "a friend of the
world" and a "clean heart" by living in a Jewish neighborhood. But when
the Jews kill his kitten because they wish to avenge a supposed slight
upon the daughter of one of them, Salam uses magic spells to attain his
revenge. And when the policeman involved in the embarrassment of the
Jews gives Salam further trouble, he uses kif dreams to devise via the
smoked narcotic a more direct and less magical way of relieving himself
of yet another annoyance. It seems that this "friend of the world" is just
that, except to his enemies; woe to those who cross him. But the story is
gently and humorously told, and when things are more or less back to
normal, one cannot feel of Salam quite the fear engendered by Ali in very
much the same sort of reader complicity.
With folk magic, superstition, and the use of drugs now introduced into
the collection, Bowles radically shifts the narrative texture of his material.
"He of the Assembly" is, for the reader, rather like what the direct experience of such drugs must be. One suspects, moreover, that if the piece
were not indeed written under their influence, firsthand experiences
went into the making of the final product.
The relationship between the kif-smoking "He of the Assembly" and
Ben Tajeh is premised on the former's drug-induced abilities to transcend
the limitations of the present moment and of surface realities. Eventually,
order in the surface world is restored through consultation of the world
of drugged states of mind; the narrative is finally a demonstration of the
validity of the kif-smoker's maxim quoted at the story's end: "A pipe of kif
before breakfast gives a man the strength of a hundred camels in the
courtyard." In a direct line of succession from the accounts of Poe and De
Quincey, "He of the Assembly" allows the form and texture of the story to
be shaped by the logic and syntax of the drug dream. The difficulty of
reading through this piece is heightened by the heightening of imagery
that drugs induce, while blocking the narrative out in lengthy paragraphs
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overturns the normal natrative rhythmical elements of action and
dialogue in favor of someth .ng seamless that recognizes no conventional
barriers to the free flow of consciousness.
Last Four Stories
The last four North Africm stories take setting for granted; they have
the rightness of tone that one would associate with a region's native
literary product. Bowles de es not explain; he provides no glosses. The
very title of the next selection, "The Story of Lahcen and Idir," establishes
an easy familiarity with a timeless and traditional narrative idi'om in
which the recent events of the story take on a sense of permanent validity
as observations of human behavior; thus Bowles's offhandedness in
these imitations, while also proving the quality of his writer's ear and his
sensitivity to nuances of exp ression in a culture with a strongly oral narrative tradition, also involves the reader in unfamiliar terrain on which his
own cultural assumptions are shown to have little resonance or force. It is
as if Bowles's introduction of kif into his narrational sequence had
allowed the replacement of the world of familiar Judea-Christian
referents by a triumphant md rather unfamiliar Moslem or Arab or
specifically Moroccan one. Moroccan points of view are employed. The
Europeans have either disappeared or become minor and temporary
nuisances.
"The Story of Lahcen and [dir" introduces two men, one a drinker and
the other a smoker of kif. Lahcen sees a girl along the beach and decides
on the spot that she is a whore. Lahcen later decides not to stay with the
girl and brings Idir a ring instead, but a bird steals the ring during a
lengthy private orgy of kif-smoking. Later, Idir gives Lahcen a used pair of
shoes in return, which leads to Lahcen's using Idir to test out a girl whom
he has found sexually accommodating, although once again he is driven
to find out whether or not she is a whore. In the end the two friends fight,
and Idir wins and goes off with the girl; Lahcen plans revenge but gets
drunk instead. The kif-smok,~r gets the girl, if only because he lacks the
manic commitment to the absurd absolute values of his drunken
friend.
By now the pattern of mea 1ing by which the collection's title is meant
to be read has long since emerged. Friendship-or any mutually
beneficial relationship betwe,~n individuals- is always apt to be fleeting,
elusive, and woefully tempo :ary.
The pattern is repeated in "The Wind at Beni Midar," a story set in a
remote and boring outpost where a barracks of soldiers happen to be stationed. Among them is Driss, who has listened so long to government
promises of a new day dawning that he looks down on the comparatively
savage and superstitious Djilala and boasts to his father that the govern-
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ment will soon put an end to superstitious practices, although Driss himself looks with disfavor on his fellow soldiers who do not observe the
Moslem practices. Driss makes a deal to use a sentry's rifle to go hunting
with, but gets distracted by a kif-binge during which he manages to lose
the gun. His friendly superior officer, or cabran, now angry, locks up both
men and confiscates Driss's kif, which he proceeds to sample. Because
Driss can only connect the loss of the rifle with a Djilali's dancing and a
dog's barking, the cabran, as a joke, contrives to have the gun
miraculously reappear in the presence of a dancing Djilali. Driss is afraid
to have to admit belief in the existence of djinns and affrits. But then he
discovers that the cabran has fooled him. Thus is another Bowles revenge
plot born.
If Driss only dimly understands what has been done to him, if his
freedom from his former superstitions is in doubt, still he manages to
contrive a means to rid himself of one antagonist, the soldier from whom
he had borrowed the rifle and who now has a grudge against him, and
also to get rid of the cabran. A poison of his own purchasing dispatches
the soldier, and now Driss feels that the cabran's evil power has been
broken. Indeed, it is the cabran who is broken, while Driss returns to the
level of understanding from which he had sprung. It is another of those
victories in Bowles's characters' lives which ultimately cost much more
than they achieve. Furthermore, with the multitudinous levels of
superstition open to human credulousness, how is it possible to be free of
all of them, assuming freedom from any is within our grasp?

Two Parables
Of the two parables that conclude this section, "The Hyena" consists of
an Aesopian encounter between a hyena and a stork, both of them consigned by folk belief to roles made sacred and magical. In the course of a
few fascinating pages of dialogue, the hyena manages to dissuade the
stork from a belief in his own magical sanctity, whereupon the hyena
pounces upon the stork, kills him, and leaves him for ten days of proper
seasoning:
Ten days later the hyena went to the cave and found the
stork where he had left him. The ants had not been there.
"Good," he said. He devoured what he wanted and went
outside to a large flat rock above the entrance to the cave.
There in the moonlight he stood a while, vomiting.
He ate some of his vomit and rolled for a long time in the
rest of it, rubbing it deep into his coat. Then he thanked Allah
for eyes that could see the valley in the moonlight, and for a
nose that could smell the carrion on the wind. He rolled some
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more and licked the rock under him. For a while he lay there
panting. Soon he got up and limped on his way.
The deliberately disgusting imagery that accompanies the ending of
"The Hyena" is no more vividly awful than the language heretofore used
to accompany the deeds ofE.owles' human characters. For "The Hyena" is
a bit of an anti-fable: it teacho~s nothing to human beings that is extraneous
to human nature itself; its "l,~sson" is, rather, that nature desacralized and
devoid of its accretion of imposed myth, or spirituality, is free to become
itself, so that no moral judgments should accrue to the consequences of
such self-attainment. In such a system, no wonder that the time of
friendship is attenuated, circumscribed.
The last of the Arabian stories and the second of the parabolic pieces,
"The Garden" is parallel to "The Hyena." The basic image is that of the
garden, a Voltairean image fo)r a Voltairean truth. A man works his garden
until it is the most beautiful thing in the oasis on which he lives. His wife,
seeing the joy given him by his possession shining forth from the man's
eyes, decides that the man must have found a fortune that he is keeping
hidden from her. She procures a magic herbal mixture to make him
reveal his hiding place, adding more and more of it to his food until he
grows ill and falls into a dee:J sleep, whereupon the wife, fearing she will
be blamed for his death, runs away. After three days, the man recovers,
but he has forgotten everything-even that he has a wife. All he knows
now is his garden, and when he even forgets to thank Allah for his good
luck, his suspicious neighbors finally kill him. "Little by little the sand
covered everything. The tre·~s died, and very soon the garden was gone.
Only the desert was there."
It is as though, even if the plain truth is that nothing has meaning but
what an individual creates out of the promptings of his own nature, that
truth will not satisfy the mc:tss of humanity, who demand some sort of
imposed and arbitrary metaphysics.

Stories Set in Mexico
Of the two Mexican sto ries, "Dona Faustina" concerns the titular
character and the out-of-the-way inn she has bought, where the servant
Jose one day finds a hidden tank of water out in the dense underbrush.
Dona Faustina is something :>fa mysterious recluse, a mystery deepened
by her failure to cooperate in the investigation into the disappearances of
certain neighborhood babiE·s. When an equally mysterious young intruder forces himself upon Dona Faustina one evening, she responds by
giving him an object to eat; :1e resists, then "bit into it as if it had been a
plum." "Now you will have the power of two," she tells him. A few lines
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later she identifies the object as "the heart," confirming the reader's worst
fears.
Doii.a Faustina announces herself pregnant by her young visitor. The
baby-a son who arrives on schedule-is to have "the power of thirtyseven." Shortly thereafter, Jose, who thinks "she got the child from the
Devil," discovers a crocodile living in the jungle water tank. In fact, there
are two crocodiles; but by this time Doii.a Faustina has fled with her son
"Jesus Maria," taking a job as matron of police. Her son grows up to
become an army colonel, eventually capturing a famous bandit and 36 of
his men. The story ends with Jesus Maria trying to mimic the expression
on the face of the bandit chief, whom he has by now released:
The man's face had looked something like that; he would
never be able to get it exactly, but he would go on trying
because it made him happy to recall that moment-the only
time he had ever known how it feels to have power.
This parable is of one woman's ruthless and macabre quest for power
through the Aztec device of eating the hearts of the enemy-in this case,
innocent babies. But the Faustian enterprise is frustrated when her son
ironically makes use of his unknown birthright: power, for him, comes
from renouncing control over others. This significantly-named Jesus
Maria achieves his singular power at the moment when, fatherless, he
apparently recognizes his image and likeness in the face of the man he
frees.
"Doii.a Faustina" would seem, in the neatness with which it combines
Indian, Christian, and literary myths and the way in which it exploits the
exoticism of its almost fairy-tale jungle setting, to be a digression for
Bowles, if not simply some sort of literary exercise in the grotesque. But
not necessarily. The power of the eaten hearts, after all, is a magical power
given by drugs, like the camel power referred to in "He of the Assembly."
And like that latter drug-trip enterprise, the other Mexican story,
"Tapiama," uses alcohol (in the manner of Malcolm Lowry's Under The
Volcano) to lace a narrative which, in its central and dangerous imagery,
has all the vividness of dream experience.
A photographer, walking off a bad case of indigestion, meets a
mysterious boatman heading for "Tapiama," whatever or wherever that
might be. Thanks to the photographer's state, a result of improper diet
and overindulgence in alcohol, the elements of his experience take on the
heightened and dulled or narrowed quality of drink-induced dreaming.
But through all of this, there is also-for the reader, at least-an
enormously dangerous atmosphere abuilding; the reader becomes a
rear-view mirror for this narrative, able to glimpse danger approaching
from oblique angles yet powerless to warn the central character. The
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sights and sounds and other sensory phenomena encountered include:
frogs, a cantina, strangers there, a girl, a snake, ants, and old man and a
boy, a soldier, dogs, a monkey, and the boat itself. In the end, the
photographer, this recorder of reality, makes his way back to the world he
understands. He manages this return largely on the basis of his ability to
imitate a jungle bird that says, and is, "Idigaraga." Having "accepted
defeat" in this setting, he is now involved in fitting "the bird correctly into
the pattern." One imagines this representative of a technological civilization trying with difficulty to :mmmon up another accurate bird-call, his
upper lip gleaming with pempiration, his limbs immobile with fatigue.
Nt·w York Setting

With "If I Should Open \1y Mouth," Bowles shifts to New York.
Although this account of big-city madness is curiously anticipatory of the
recent Tylenol murders, Bowles seems more interested this time in inner
mental states than in the reflection of those states in the surrounding
"landscape." While he does not ignore the latter, he concentrates on
direct, first-person self-revelation and casts the story in diary form.
The narrator has his own notions of right and wrong, and these are
obviously the warped results Jf city living; the "reprehensible aspects of
[his] silly little project" do not preclude his feeling "hugely righteous
about it all." The narrator is a bit of a grown child, prissy-voiced, alone in
the wake of his wife's deparhlfe. It seems he is occupied with planting
penny boxes of poisoned candy in the machines in subway stations. The
reason? To get even with democratic man, perhaps; Rousseau is one of
the narrator's culprits:
That unpardonable mechanism, the intellect, has several
detestable aspects. Perhaps the worst is the interpenetration
of minds; the influence, unconscious, even, that one mind can
have over millions, is unforeseeable, immeasurable. You
never know what form tt will take, when it will make itself
m!}nifest.
But when the narrator's dh:appointment at not finding word of the
fruits of his dirty work in the newspapers begins to turn to rage, he finds
himself entering a sort of dream-state increasingly difficult to distinguish
from reality; indeed, when he discovers that through error he has not in
fact planted the poisoned candy as planned, the dream takes overrather like what happens in "He of the Assembly" - and the speaker
imagines himself alone in a timeless state under trees in a city park. Out
there somewhere are other people, but he will "never be able to touch
them," he knows. "If I should open my mouth to cry out, no sound would
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come forth." The "invisible" narrator abandons his plan, deciding instead
to throw the unused boxes onto the rubbish heap behind the school: "Let
the kids have them." Horror has been put on hold here but not for long.
The results of the ending of the time of friendship are an atrophying of the
spirit.
So it is that in "The Frozen Fields," Bowles returns to an American
landscape, although for all the absence of desert produced by wind and
sand and heat this is interior desert nevertheless. The story is apparently
somewhere in New England and in the past of a child who, as a young
Bowles might have done, is journeying out of New York city into the wintry countryside for a family Christmas celebration. We remember that a
Christmas story started off this collection, one in which an emerging
young consciousness was described from without. Here, although the
third persun is maintained throughout, the focus is on young Donald,
whom we see being browbeaten by an overly demanding and restrictive
father. Donald prefers the farm which, like the ballet, is possessed of
"magic," a world which through recollection he has managed to live in till
now. But his father, should he learn of Donald's dreamlike other state (the
world of the artist's refuge?), would surely destroy it by reason of his code
of living by such rules, as: "Men shake hands . .. They don't kiss each
other."
The friendliest men coming to this country Christmas, by the way, are
men of whom the family does not approve; among other, hinted-at
failings is their reliance on drink and drugs. And when Donald is put to
bed, from out of the "borderlands of consciousness" a "fantasy" emerges
from the wintry landscape: a silent-running wolf that smashes through
the dining-room windows, seizes Donald's father by the throat and
carries him off. That dream done, Donald sinks into an immediate
slumber. When he awakens it is Christmas morning.
Gift of Fire Engine
In the exchange of gifts, the family's practical presents are far outshone
by gifts from the wealthy Mr. Gordon. Chief among them is a splendid,
three-foot-long fire engine which almost frightens Donald with "the
power he knew it had to change his world." Mr. Gordon, it seems, is sick
and Uncle Ivor, the other male of whom the family no longer approves, is
his nurse. There is a family squabble over dinner, of course. While
Donald's father is upstairs presumably brutalizing Donald's mother, Mr.
Gordon reflects on the arguments he remembers from his own
childhood, saying, "Well, they're all dead now, thank God," a remark that
inspires new respect from Donald. Out in the barn, Uncle Ivor makes a
remark from his presumably tolerant-homosexual's insight to the effect
that Donald's father ought perhaps never to have married. But just then,
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the suspicious father arrives to insist that Donald take a walk with him in
the woods. Donald refuses his father's demand that he throw snowballs
into the woods, for fear the wolf might think them meant for him; and
when the angry father roughs him up, Donald experiences an "almost
voluptuous sensation" of d etachment, akin to the artist's detachment
manifested throughout this volume by the author himself.
When the Christmas gath1!ring breaks up in sullen resentment on the
family's part, Donald sinks into his last night's sleep with another vision
of the wolf taking over his consciousness. This time, because the story
ends with the wolf, presumably, it does not leave. Running along hidden
paths in the woods, the wol:' at last comes to where, "waiting for him,"
Donald sits:
Then he lay down be>ide him, putting his heavy head in
Donald's lap. Donald leaned over and buried his face in the
shaggy fur of his scruL After a while they both got up and
began to run together, faster and faster, across the fields.
It is, perhaps, a version of Slimane's flight; it is a fleeing prompted by brief

glimpses of friendship but al:;o one in which fantasy and the willingness
to listen to the darkest promptings of nature are accepted without
subjecting them to question and judgment on the basis of some abstract
system of values.
Any writing career gain:; special significance from the eventual
publication of a volume of collected stories. The event serves both as a
tribute to the value of that career and as a means of establishing an
emerging and definitive canon of texts. Yet each collection of short fiction is also an entity within itself and not necessarily a temporary one at
that. There is a great deal to be gained from the close reading of a single
collection of stories. For such a deliberately limited study can well
possess a greater scope and intensity than one devoted to the output of an
entire lifetime, even in one particular genre. Thus, in restricting myself to
a critical reading of The Time of Friendship, I have attempted to isolate the
artistic and humanistic values that volume displays, with an eye to
starting to establish some clear idea of what makes a Bowles story work,
that is, how theme, character, and setting interrelate in ways that are
uniquely his own. In doing sc', I hope I have made clearer the process by
which Paul Bowles explores the brevity of the time of friendship-the
speed with which the winds pick up again and resume their coursing
through the deserts of the human heart.
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Reading
''Song of Myself''
R. W. French
It is time to explain myself-let us stand up.

-Whitman

W

ALT WHITMAN aspired to be the poet of his nation; but the fact
is that he was not so recognized during his lifetime and, as he
came himself in time to realize, was not suited for the part. National poets
are inevitably conservative, in their forms as in their manners; they
reassure by writing out of a sense of stability, and they appeal to moral
instincts by promoting, or at least by appearing to promote, traditional
values. If America has ever had a national poet, it was Robert Frost, who,
with his tidy conventional forms and his sturdy New England
pastoralism, was perfectly fitted for the role, which he readily accepted
and played with determination.
Whitman, however, would not do . While he is now accepted as
America's greatest poet, he remains to this day something of an
embarrassment. In addition to his Bohemian ways (not dissolute, but
distinctly unconventional) and his unapologetic homoeroticism (not
defiant, but unmistakable), there is the problem of the poetry. Rightly
viewed, it is outrageous, objectionable, radically experimental, and
unsettling: too quirky, too idiosyncratic and individual, to have wide
appeal.
After more than a hundred years, after the many poets who have
followed Whitman's example and even tried to go beyond him, the
poetry continues to surprise, to shock, and to confuse . His greatest poem,
Song of Myself, is a work of supreme mastery; and yet it remains as
problematic as when it was first published in 1855. Some readers have
always had trouble with its offensive outspokenness. What is one to do
with a poem of more than 1300 lines that begins, "I celebrate myself, and
sing myself"? Or with a poet who asserts his rejection of traditional
religion by proclaiming "The scent of these arm-pits aroma finer than
prayer," and who gives as his credo, "I believe in the flesh and the
appetites," and who announces partway through the poem, "I talk wildly,
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I have lost my wits"? In 1856, a reviewer pointed to this latter quotation as
evidence that the poet was aware of his affliction: that he was, in fact,
insane. How else could one e)(plain the way this poet carne bursting so
rudely into the reader's consciousness, as though his intention were to
offend and outrage? What is more, the apparent disarray of Song of Myself
made no concessions to the reader's understanding; it seemed designed,
rather, to confuse and disturb. And the puzzled reader would find little
help in the advice Whitman o ffered near the end of the poem:
If you would understand me go to the heights or water-shore,
The nearest gnat is an e>planation, and a drop or motion of
waves a key,
The maul, the oar, the hand-saw, second my words.

Startling Originality

For many readers even today, nothing in their experience has prepared
them for a poem of such startl ing originality as Song of Myself. Here is a
work of 52 numbered sectiom., many of them apparently unconnected
with those preceding or those following; the work is constantly making
new beginnings, or so it would seem. One section, for example, is about a
lonely woman watching some young men swimming on the beach; it
concludes with the lines,
The young men float on their backs, their white bellies
bulge to the sun, they do not ask who seizes fast to them,
They do not know who F uffs and declines with pendant and
bending arch,
They do not think whom they souse with spray.
The next section begins, "The butcher-boy puts off his killing-clothes, or
sharpens his knife at the stall in the market,/! loiter enjoying his repartee
and his shuffle and break-do\-'.in." What, the reader asks, is the connection between the lonely young woman and the butcher-boy? How did
they manage to find their way into the same poem? They never meet, and
they never appear again. Such :mdden shifts occur constantly; no sooner
does the poem achieve a focus •:han it darts off in a new direction, and the
reader must adjust accordingly. How is one to deal with a work of such
loose ends? How can one maintain the pace? "I skirt sierras," Whitman
writes, "my palms cover continents." There is exhilaration in the speed
and range of Whitman's rnOVI!rnent, but many readers, fe eling confusion, would prefer a less turbulent flight.
The problem is not what one might expect, that Song of Myself is difficult
because it belongs to the ninetl!enth century; the problem is, rather, that
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the poem is difficult because it belongs more appropriately to the
twentieth. Its analogues are not "Dover Beach" and "My Last Duchess"
and In Memoriam, but The Waste Land and Paterson and the Cantos. These
classics of modernism make outrageous demands on their readers, first of
all by demanding nothing less than a reconsideration of the very nature of
poetry; for in order to read these poems one must adopt the innovative
aesthetic that they require.
This is the point that gives trouble; it is a matter of form. In general,
readers expect a neat Aristotelian structure, with a beginning, a middle,
and an end, for that is what is found in films and television, as well as in
almost all fiction. And then there is Song of Myself, which appears to have a
beginning and an end (after all, it does begin, and it does end), but no
middle. Or maybe it is all middle, since there is apparently nothing
inevitable about either the beginning or the end. The poem begins by
proclaiming a celebration of the self, but the major theme is much larger
than that, for the poem ranges far beyond the self into all time and space;
and as for the ending, surely the poem could have gone on indefinitely, or
it might have been much shorter. In any case, the poem opens out at the
end, with everything yet to do and nothing quite resolved: the poet has
disappeared, and the reader is left alone to attain the visionary state that
the poet has achieved and demonstrated.
Thus it is wholly appropriate that (whether accidentally or intentionally) in the first edition of Leaves of Grass (1855), the period was
omitted after the last line of the poem, which speaks to the reader directly:
Failing to fetch me at first keep encouraged,
Missing me one place search another,
I stop somewhere waiting for you
Since there is no true conclusion, terminal punctuation would be
inappropriate; the poem must be incomplete if it is to follow Whitman's
aesthetic, which finds the poem useful only insofar as enables the reader
to reach new levels of insight and enlightenment. Once it has done that, it
may be discarded. As Whitman wrote in "A Backward Glance O'er
Travel'd Roads" (1888), "I round and finish little, if anything; and could
not, consistently with my scheme. The reader will always have his or her
part to do, just as much as I have had mine. I seek less to state or display
any theme or thought, and more to bring you, reader, into the
atmosphere of the theme or thought-there to pursue your own
flight."
At every point the form of Song of Myself is uncertain. While Aristotle
wrote that "a thing whose presence or absence makes no visible
difference is not an organic part of the whole," surely there are few sections of Song of Myself that could be considered "organic" in Aristotelian
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terms. Many could be deleted •Jr replaced by others quite different, and
the poem would not be fundamentally altered in the sense that crucial
links were missing. Whitman's poem does not work according to dictates
of Aristotelian unity; there is no "plot" in any conventional sense, and
nothing seems to be happening. For readers accustomed to the fast pace
of television and film, the appa rent lack of action poses a major problem.
Add to that the fact that the line:>do not rhyme and are irregular in length,
ranging from three words to thirty, and that the sections are similarly
irregular, ranging from six lines to 160-no wonder readers find this a
very strange poem indeed, apJarently uncontrolled and inartistic. The
response is one that Whitman ilas evoked for many years; as a reviewer
snorted in 1856, "Walt Whitman is as unacquainted with art, as a hog with
mathematics."
How then to read this poem?
There is no easy solution. Certainly one cannot work up to Song of
Myself by pointing out literary antecedents, because there are none of any
consequence: Song of Myself is a work so original as to be virtually without
precedent. It would be of interest to work back to the poem through the
twentieth-century works that would be unthinkable if Whitman had not
written, but that is hardly practical; and in any case the same problems
would arise. Better to propose to readers that Song of Myself be
approached as though it were the first poem ever written, a new poem for
a new nation, and that all expectations of poetry be put aside in order to
see how this poem actually functions.
Why a Poem of Fragments?

Take the problem of form, feor example, since that is the most obvious
and immediate barrier to understanding. Why would anyone write what
appears to be a poem of fragments? Why would anyone want to? What's
the point? Here, I think, one must recognize an impulse toward realism,
although at first the impression may be quite otherwise: not realistic, but
willfully strange. And yet, how do we think? Not, surely, in coherent
structures, but in fits and starts. the progression of thought governed by
associations only sometimes open to rational inquiry. In this respect Song
of Myself approximates the actual motions of the mind, although it does
not try to duplicate them, since literature must be more open to analysis,
more ordered, than the proces~ ; of thought. As art, the poem must retain
some measure of clarity; and if one reads carefully, one can discern some
sort of order in the sequence, although it is not what one expects nor what
one is prepared to find, being generally associational rather than strictly
logical.
Still, it is said, the poem is formless and inconclusive, for a structure
based on association is no struclure at all, but only the suggestion of struc-
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ture. This response is characteristic of the objections to Whitman over the
years, for at every age there have been readers who, not understanding
his methods, have found his poems undefined and unfocussed. "There is
neither wit nor method in his disjointed babbling," a reviewer
commented in 1856, and the attitude has persisted. "When I was in
college," the contemporary American poet Galway Kinnell has
remarked, "I was taught that Whitman was just a compulsive blabber and
a nut." That was in the 1950s, when the influence of T. S. Eliot was
dominant, as it had been for almost thirty years, and critics demanded
tightly constructed poems of symmetry, irony, and wit. Poets like
Whitman, with their apparently loose and sprawling structures, and their
strong expressions of feeling, were distinctly out of favor. The expectation was that form would have boundaries and limits: there would be
stories with clear structures and definite endings, poetic lines with a
prescribed number of feet, and stanzas as tight as boxes. Life, however, is
not like that; life goes on, seamless and without ending, full of surprises
and sudden turns. Life is, one might say, like Song of Myself, which takes us
through many changes, at every point leaving us poised for the next step.
Nothing ends. Like the "you" who is addressed in the closing sections of
the poem, we as readers must finally abandon the poem in order to make
our own search for enlightenment, with no assurance that the quest will
ever be completed. But no matter; we must begin:
Long enough have you dream'd contemptible dreams,
Now I wash the gum from your eyes,
You must habit yourself to the dazzle of the light and
of every moment of your life.
Long have you timidly waded holding a plank by the shore,
Now I will you to be a bold swimmer,
To jump off in the midst of the sea, rise again, nod to me,
shout, and laughingly dash with your hair.

Song of Myself resists completion: no victory is ever final, it insists, nor is
any defeat. Everything flows, everything is capable of being transformed;
the process never ends. That is how life is, Whitman knew; and therefore
he could never see experience as tragic, for tragedy does not admit the
flow of things. In Whitman all things merge: "All goes onward and
outward, nothing collapses,/And to die is different from what any one
supposed, and luckier." What endures is the life force itself, incessant,
irresistible, and infinite: "Urge and urge and urge/ Always the procreant
urge of the world." In a universe of such constant renewal, with things
forever fluid and shifting, there can be no death; there is only transformation.
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It is appropriate to the flowing quality of Song of Myself that its
underlying structural device is that of a journey. The poem begins in
stasis, with the poet pausing to observe a spear of summer grass. He then
starts to move ("'will go to the bank by the wood"), and the reader moves
with him on a journey of the mind that will range through extraordinary
varieties of human experience. At the end of the poem the poet is again
stopped, having outdistanced his audience ("I stop somewhere waiting
for you") . The journey is of thE ~ mind, but it is no less a journey for that; as
Emerson insisted and Thoreau demonstrated, one need not travel any
distance in order to enter un1~xplored territories.
Once the reader thinks of So '1g of Myself in terms of a journey-the most
common metaphor, after all, for the passage through life-the structure
of the poem becomes more accessible. The experience of reading is like
being on a train or in a car: ir.1ages flash by, one after another, with no
outward connections or transitions. The reader sees fragments, which the
reader alone must piece into ::>rder. This order, however, can never be
permanent; rather, it must be continually achieved anew, for with each
reading the poem must be n ·-created. The structure of Song of Myself
deflects all attempts at definitive interpretation; there are no finalities,
and the sequence of the various sections is neither particularly
memorable nor, in most cases, crucial to meaning. The reader might well
object that the parts of the po~~m could be re-arranged without altering
the basic structure; to which objection Whitman could reply, "Yes, that is
true. The order is not that of nanative, with its inevitable sequence. That is
not what I intended. Perhaps you cannot remember the order of my
poem. You do not need to. That is not important. Consider how you hold
things in your mind, like fragnents floating in space. There is no order
until you create it; and even then the order must be established anew as
new elements enter into it. Sc it is with my poem."
Song of Myself pays full tribute to the fluctuations of experience, to
changing moods and changing perceptions. It finds reality only in the
present; for that is where we live. Only by being true to the present can
we be true to ourselves, although others may find us inconsistent in
regard to past actions. But that i:; no concern, for we do not live in the past.
Song of Myself insists, rather, tha t the center is always the self at the present
moment, and that is where we must find our stability. Stability, however,
is necessarily transient: Song of Myself always returns us to a world of
change and flow. No condition is permanently achieved. While the voice
of Whitman in Song of Myself i~. generally robust and confident, twice it
falters, as the poet collapses, ov~~ rcome first by the acuteness of his senses
("You villain touch!") and late r by his emotions ("I project m y hat, sit
shame-faced and beg"). Both times the poem appears to be in danger of
breaking down, as the poet falls silent; both times, however, he regains
his equilibrium, so that b y the End of the poem he is again as serene and
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exuberant as he was at the start. Nevertheless, all indications are that
there will be recurrent crises from which the poet must again try to
generate recoveries.
Sense of Dislocation
The constant sense of dislocation and disorientation in Song of Myself is
exactly right, for we are on a quest, traveling through a strange and
surprising landscape, never knowing what will appear as we turn the
corner. This is as it should be, for this poem is in large measure about the
process of apprehending-the process, that is, of making connections.
Whitman gives us the fragments without the expected form . While the
traditional artist would have created a structure governed by order,
harmony, and proportion, for Whitman such a creation would have been
false to the nature of things. The fashioning of beauty according to traditional aesthetics was not his concern, nor, he everywhere implied, should
it have been the concern of his time. Whitman saw early that the age was
inappropriate for the great harmonious structures of the past; there was
need, as he wrote in "A Backward Glance O'er Travel'd Roads," for "a
readjustment of the whole theory and nature of poetry." Since the old
structures-religious, social, national-no longer applied in the America
that Whitman conceived, Song of Myself had to find a new source of
authenticity, a new basis for its claims to authority.
"Trust your emotion," Emerson had urged, and perhaps that was all
that remained. Whitman could not accept the authority of institutions,
nor could he trust the past. History and tradition were irrelevant: to begin
in a new land, one had to look to the present; and the authentic present
could be found most immediately in the instinctive responses of emotion,
which was primary and indisputable: it could be trusted. Thus it is not
logic or rationality that governs the structure of Song of Myself; it is the
flow of emotion as the poet, responding to the life around him, moves
through various moods ("Logic and sermons never convince," he wrote;
"The damp of the night drives deeper into my soul"). One result of
Whitman's trust in emotion is his characteristic poetic line, the minimal
fragment, the equivalent of a stanza, each one coming as a spontaneous
outburst, moving like a wave until its force is spent, then disappearing
into the void. In just this way powerful feeling rises and falls; its
generative power, however, is apparently inexhaustible, for wave
succeeds on wave, eternally renewable, eternally renewed:
Through me many long dumb voices,
Voices of the interminable generations of prisoners and
slaves,
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Voices of the diseas'd ancl despairing and of thieves and
dwarfs,
Voices of cycles of prepa : ~ation and accretion,
And of the threads that connect the stars, and of wombs and
of the father-stuff,
And of the rights of them the others are down upon,
Of the deform'd, trivial, fat, foolish, despised,
Fog in the air, beetles rolling balls of dung.
The method is intended to inspire confidence. Realizing that intensity
could not be sustained through out a long poem, Whitman wrote an epic
of fragments designed to regenerate intensity by making frequent new
beginnings, never asking the reader's commitment for very long.
"Fragments," Donald Barthelme has written, "are the only forms I trust,"
perhaps because fragments represent moments of undeniably authentic
feeling, and perhaps also because fragments, lacking a dominant structure, demand that individuals f ind for themselves whatever order there
may be. Thus Song of Myself does not represent achieved order, even
though its various parts mw;t necessarily appear in some kind of
sequence; rather, Song of Myself represents the struggle to find order. The
form is dynamic, probing, restl,~ss; it insists on a full engagement of the
mind with the materials presenl:ed to it. One must, in a sense, imagine the
world of the poem into being, as well as the world outside the poem, for
only through the individual consciousness may coherence may be found:
"To me the converging objects of the universe perpetually flow,/All are
written to me, and I must get what the writing means." Like the universe
itself, the poem speaks as plainly as it can; but it would not distort the nature of things, and so it must speak to the active understanding.
Although Song of Myself attempts to achieve order, it is not order,
finally, that is important. Order demands a pattern extending through
time; Song of Myself, however, exists defiantly in the present. If one can
live, it suggests, with the vision and intensity proper to an enlightened
state of being, the immediate moment will suffice, for it is infinite, and it
alone contains the all-encompassing order vainly sought elsewhere:
There was never any mo re inception than there is now,
Nor any more youth or age than there is now,
And will never be any more perfection than there is now,
Nor any more heaven or hell than there is now.
When one attains this state of enlightenment, knowing the infinitude of
the moment, one needs no other knowledge, for one has seen into the
center.
Whitman's aesthetic challenge was to find a form appropriate to the
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breadth of his vision. Traditional form is enclosed, bounded, limited;
Whitman needed a form that was open, spacious, boundless. While he
could not hope to imitate infinity, he nevertheless found what he needed:
a form that turned on each instant of time as it came, as though to take in
the whole of creation. It is a form perfectly suited to its grand purpose:
that is its triumph. What first appears to be fragmentation is, rather, a way
of moving through countless moments of intensity, all separate and
unique, yet all sharing in the infinitude that Song of Myself celebrates.
Finally, all things come together through the vision of the poet:
In me the caresser of life wherever moving, backward as well
as forward sluing,
To niches aside and junior bending, not a person or object
missing,
Absorbing all to myself and for this song.
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Mordecai Marcus
Closet Thoughts
Suppose one collapses and dies of a heart attack
while sitting on an institutional crapper.
(Surely with all that strain on aging colons
it must happen almost often.)
There you are sprawling clumsily down
on the smelly tiled floor, your eyes
grimly askew at the graffitti-speckled walls.
What could be more impersonal and lonely
than their invitations?
Or if at freshly scrubbed ones,
what could be more blank of dreams?
Your hand, maybe, struggles for the latch
and you extend yourself on the outside floor
with your pants and underwear twisting
under your knees and your hands reaching
out for the comfort of a loved face.
But someone will find you there
either before your breathing ceases
or in the groping posture of your death,
and people will begin to give you
the same hushed tenderness they would
accord you dying anywhere, or more.
They will straighten your clothes and limbs
with horror, awe, and pity.
Soon, others will wash away the stains,
more tenderly, perhaps, than a mother could.
And in the great silence
which forbids your last participation,
there will be no shame but only regret
for the inexplicable guilt
that no one held you off from such a place of death.
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A Press of Needs
When I was a boy of twelve and thirteen I wandered the Coney Island
boardwalk by myself.
Once I descended its stairs into one of those giant men's rooms
paired with a women's roorr. at either side of a fortress-like gray
brick building.
The urinals were a long darkly shaded row, and facing them the doorless
stalls
were a threat of a need I hoped not to suffer in the struggle of such
a public show,
and as I stood getting myself to flow, a man entered with his infant
daughter
and propped her up on a urir a! two away from where he stood and took
the piss
he obviously could contain no longer. I had to face the fact that she
was indeed a girl
and I congratulated myself on seeing very quickly that a man alone at
the boardwalk
with his tiny daughter had no choice but to take her into this place so
he could soon go on
with whatever ordinariness of Sunday pleasure the two were sharing.
For, surely,
he couldn't leave her standin5 outside, nor-even in days as bright and
fair and kindly-safe as tho~ •ecould he ask strangers to hold his daughter outside while he went
quickly within.
Nevertheless, I felt deeply that what he had done was wrong, at the same
moment
that I prided myself on feeling little embarrassment about this female
creature's
sitting there while my own penis was hidden only by an enclosing curve
of porcelain,
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for I knew that it probably mattered nothing if she saw something of
the shifting bits of anatomy
that such a place could expose. Still, I had been taught a shock at
woman's secret difference from men
that made it wrong for her to be in that place, to cross that strange
borderline between the sexes
to take hints of a knowledge which would be rightly allowed to her only
under circumstances
as strange as those in which it was still very slowly being allowed to me.
But what I most remember is the sure face of the father, a man in his
mid-thirties,
which to me then would have been not a striking advance of life but a
place of incredible sureness
that I could almost never hope to reach or to reach only by being much
different from what I was.
And this face had a combination of unboastful courage and passive
assurance
that was a firm challenge to whatever quailing I was sure my mother and
father would have shown
before such a situation (though that judgment may have been more than
a little wrong).
This man was at the heart of Walt Whitman's beautiful crowd. I would
like to bring him back as he may
be now if he can still be living. For his face in that moment holds for
me
a kind of heart-wholeness I've achieved for myself only rarely, and my
unconscious
forgiveness of him has now blossomed into a thankfulness which if I
spoke it to him
might return some rare matter-of-factness I need to learn more deeplythat blossoms everywhere.
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On Roberta's Book
Pictures bound in the center, first
of a beautiful child,
ringlets, dark big eyes,
small assured curves at the corners
of her mouth. She is the princess
of a land which loves her.
In the fourth picture, grown
to a lovely woman, she looks
as if life were giving her all,
all she wanted, all she deserved,
the only cost her curls.
Yet by the fifth she has begun
to draw a greatcoat of flesh about
her shoulders as if to fend off
an unimaginable cold.
Now that she is dead,
her poems crowd around grieving.
Some weep outright.
Once my older daughter
then four and visiting Daddy at the office
looked up at her and said,
"You are a fat lady,"
and in the unpossessed silence, again,
"You are a fat lady."
From atop the great mountain of herself
Roberta peered down and said,
"Yes, my dear, I am a fat lady."
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On Looking at an Apple
Years ago-San Francisco
8 in the morning. My friend Jan enters a bar
and sits down to drink whiskey.
She has driven :t cab since midnight
plunging from the tops of the breaking
hills down and down.
She has carried her cargo
of body fear in baggy pants and jacket,
tweed cap pullei low over her round, ruddy face,
over her short, tucked up greying hair.
She has spoken in a rough hoarsened voice
and only of thei r destinations and her fare.
In the afternoon, she will write poetry,
go to class, and try to let her throat
remember North Carolina.
This is a place for serious drinkers only. Not
people who haw been partying or want tonot gossips or p·~ople with problems
anxious to talk about them.
These are serious folk, paying
attention to wha t they've come forsome on their w:ty home, some on their way
to work, some for whom neither signifies.
They do not look at each other.
They only look c:.t what is in the glass.
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My friend Jan enters. I see sawdust on the floor,
and booths and oak tables, maybe,
but she hitches her loosened leg over a stool,
pushes her cap back-Whiskey, she says,
and the word is pleasing to her lips.
She says it again for her afternoon selfWhi skee
whisss kee.
To her spirit it seems crisp and clean
as the colors she left outside
in the accurate damp morning light,
so she calls out to the bartender's back-double.
That is the best time, she told me,
Earth has nothing to show more fair.
Except once, before, in a different place
semester's end of a class I taught
mainly on my own despair,
a bunch of us went out for a drink
and as I was talking to another student
I heard her say-Sometimes I think
the only thing I do well is screw.
I look at this apple and find myself wondering
if that remark was aimed at me,
but now I am middle-aged
and rewrite everything.
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A Tribute
God slams first the flat of his hand then his fist
on the back of the horsehair sofa
where she lies beautifu l though so tall
her shoes almost touch the porcelain stove
fitted edgewise in the corner.
She starts, veers around, and, feet now
on the floor, faces himWhat had she said?

He cries-"The trouble is. I am an old manyou do not think it is worthwhile to love me."
His angry hands are sensitive and frail.
His beard bristles with sadness.
She feels on her face a lifetime of cigars,
and slides back on the couch
the slippery couch with the hard headpiece.
She smoothes the fold of the lap rug about her
and does not argue.
He must know everything or he knows nothing.
A week later the Professo: says"I was thinking about whzt you said
about it not being worthwhile to love an old man seventy-seven.
"I said no such thing."
He smiles his ironical crooked smile.
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She says, "I did not say it was not worth while,
I said I was afraid."
He says, "In analysis, the person is dead
after the analysis is over."
"Which person?" she asks.
He says, "It would not matter if I were seventy-seven or fortyseven."
She thinks-On September 11, I will be forty-seven."
He says, "In analysis, the person is dead after the analysis is
over-as dead as your father."
Later he writes to her,
Dear H.D.
I have just finished your Ion. Deeply moved by the play (which I had
not known before) and no less by your comments, especially those
referring to the end, where you extol the victory of reason over passions, I
send you the expression of my admiration and kindest regards,

Yours,
Freud

Based on material from A Tribute to Freud by H. D.
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Barbara Ann Porte

poem for my forties
"How die you find
your forties?" I ask him
on the occasion of my birthday.
Next week he'll be fifty,
an entire decade older
than I am .
"I didn't notice much," he mumbles.
No surprise to me,
who notices of late,
he does not notice much,
and wher he does,
he keeps it to himself.
"That's an understatement,"
said my daughter,
when I ccmplained last week.
"Behind a strong and silent man,
it may be there lies nothing,"
I heard a woman say today, at lunch.
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I think it over to myself.
Forty, I think, may be the time
to seek out new directions.
"Forty," he hints gently,
as if he'd read my mind,
"may be the time for taking stock,
and standing still.
Don't make rapid movements.
Don't rock lives," he warns.
"It may be just a stage,
a passing phase,
through by forty-two."
Yes, I think, that's true.
But on the other hand,
it's also true,
the possibility exists,
one phase is through,
and forty starts phase two.
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''smile, one, two, three, click!"
The postcards are lovely.
Beautiful enough to frame, I say,
in the event I do not care to send them.
They were a gift to me from a woman I know slightly.
A series, she explained,
photographs of women, by women.
The women in the photographs are nude.
I consider who to mail tr em to.
I address the first one to my college daughter.
'Woman reclining on a couch.'
Hi, I write, I don't know many people any more
whom I could send this to. Love, Mom.
Once I knew people who shared my view.
My current husband, tho.1gh, is not among them, though he tries,
aware his wife once was m artist and knows about such things.
I am an art historian nov. . I work in research rooms of libraries.
My husband does not see the difference.
I have tried, without success, explaining.
It is, I say, the difference between
a penmanship instructor md a poet.
His birthday gift to me, a Moses Soyer, signed,
hangs in my bedroom. It was purchased at an auction.
He carried this lovely pencil nude home carefully, covered by a pillow
case.
When his children visit, he makes apologies for it.
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I arrange my postcard series across my bed.
I select 'nursing mother' to send to my daughter-in-law, still nursing,
wife of my husband's son.
For some time after she regards me coolly,
or it's only my imagination.
'Nude dancers dancing; I mail to my husband's sister
who runs a ballet school.
It comes back one week later in an envelope.
A letter is enclosed with it making no mention of the postcard.
Only my own mother is grateful for my offering.
She raised me modestly, and regularly took me to museums.
I lunch with her on Wednesdays, and have no need to write.
I save the postcards left to send my daughter.
Her mother was an artist after all.
Not minding nudity, she will be glad for mail.
I send them one a week, on Fridays.
The Monday following the Friday on which I mailed
'old woman with camera, nude, photographing young woman, naked,'
she telephones. I have only one card left.
I'm glad to hear her voice, she hardly ever calls.
"Mother," she says, sounding a tiny bit hysterical.
"Why are you doing this to me? Please," she says,
"enough is enough, you have to stop.
You should see," she says, "the looks my roommates look at me.
They think my mother is peculiar."
Right away, I see she's making reference to my postcards.
I take the one remaining, 'woman un-redressed,'
and tack it to my bulletin board above my desk.
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Moonbeams
A tiger doesn't skip easily, he flows
over boulders and collapses his legs in high
grass;
but he has a secret in his eyes which is released
only at night when moonbeams arouse
his dreams. Then his home is not safe,
for in darkness he roams to plan his kingdom;
the jungle, he has thought for centuries, is no longer
appropriate.
Nor palatable. Its ancient growth has no direction;
its denizens move only in self-preservation.
He'd like to wander at ease, without shame
or hunger,
as a purring companion, to skip through towns
that delight in his authority, his expensive demeanor.
So he contemplates defoliation and devises a children's
playground where he can slide and twirl with glee;
trees have grown contrary, so he sketches in
an elevator.
Rivers need bridging for communication
(she has been caught on the other side) and rituals
must be molded to flush out the sadness and green
decay.
Moonbeams bring out the worst in all of us.
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Damaged Antgel
I didn't want to be gruff
but neither do [ want to step
in time
to every requeEt. Perhaps
too many years
of living in a small room
with a small be:i have clipped
my soul.
The early years were
spacic,us:
I stood at the s1 art of another
migration, eager to strip
trees
and erase shadows. Wings
flew high. But I could not fit
the trickle of blood that ran
along the chin.
I am not suggesting
the two are irreconcilable or that I should not
have stretched across this chasm, but a hobbled
explorer
needs time-besides,
here in this room, I have no
crutch; a damag;ed angel
long ago
left my side.
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Old Bastard
You're a patent old bastard
grabbing the young to preach to
twisting their ears to get
a hearing, letting loose
a black molasses monologue
to feel sorry for, then sprinkling
gold dust and while it's shimmering
around fantasy steamroll
with a brass tongue over their trust
in order to build an idol
whose feet as in Daniel crumble.
Watch it-idols have been outlawed
for some time now.
On this slip of paper I print
your name; you harangue once
again, it flames. I'll show
you attention you never had
for I'm more used to brazen
humility and the wrinkled, dry
mirage than they are and I see
through your isinglass skinwatch it.
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Disclosure
Many people, as I hope you know,
have tried to converse with you but have turned away
with either a self-satisfied smirk or a desperate
sigh.
My friend from Vermont thought you were playing
games; John of the Cross clung
to darkness as a substitute; most consider
any attempt to s:Jeak ridiculous.
I'm left with a quandary: if some have heard
your voice,
can I still maintain an uninterested stance?
Is it your choice or mine? Let me say
this:
I will walk this small strip of sand
each morning at seven; I will watch the surfers
watch the waves, and I will wait for the fog
to lift.
If it doesn't, I'll watch the great light
out on the point turn in circles. I will wait
for a time.
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At Dinner
Although you were alone,
I did not sit with you at dinner
tonight: I was too busy
wringing dry rags
in my mind. The conversation
at the pool should have been drowned
with the pinched leaves
that settled on the green floor
(any attempt at resuscitation
would have been as futile as reconstructing
a mirror) . And so
I ignored you. I know
each time that happens
I rip away another codicil,
one more wish.
Our contract should have lasted
longer, but two
bloodbrothers could not foresee,
in a small desert cave,
how words are shattered by light.

Fire
This is the good time
when wine blinds
the clock
and embers reflect
feelings
that winter in silence;
but suggestion is gold.
Depend on that. A fuller
flame
would leave only ash .
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Carolyn Trachtal

At The Airport
At the airport they had set up a door frame
in the thin air of a corridor. Mother and Dad
stepped carefully c.own a ramp, wary as always
of the headlong pitch of anything. Dad
unloaded his pock· ~ ts at the directive of
a uniformed youth . Keys, penknife, coins
clattered in that hall just as, every night,
I used to hear then . . .. Frisked, he
stood redu ctio as ar.y common suspect.
Satisfied to have p ,eased the judge of
the correctness of 1he contents of Dad's pockets,
Mother stepped proudly and a bit timidly,
as if following directions in a high school play,
through the door frame set up in the thin air,
seeming to feel ab~ ; olved, away from
a watcher who, as the listener from another bedroom,
watched from a di ~ ;tance only, beyond a line
which only passen:sers could traverse.
They strode with heads high, down the wide
expanse of indoor; outdoor carpet, eventually
flew into the wild blue yonder, while
an earthbound daughter puzzled what clarity
had been granted them by the grace of
whose absolution for what sin; they, merely,
were tickled to have gained admittance
through three boards in the shape of a door
set up in the thin air of a corridor.
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Then
The Computer, like an ancient, stores bits
for a time hence, when an idle wanderer may sit
to see its songs. Then,
wonders of the age will be recalled,
forgotten systems, chips of afternoons,
tucked away in hi-decoded runes.
When that remnant flashes,
and the old teller yields his news,
then,
like a rose blooming on extra-fast film,
History will infuse the interim.
Drawn to magnetized mounds where,
finger/ printed there, whorls
on boxes hiding a key,
just as in the old days, the curious
will happen upon a critical anomaly; and
what was arcane will become ordinary.
Just as the universe, an ancient, too,
tells a story all may misconstrue;
until
in her living room, replete with dust
the past,
a persistent watcher, still, steadfast,
happens upon one
of her voluptuous mysteries.
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To Prospective Contributors

San Jose Studies, a journal spl)nsored by San Jose State University, is
published three times each year-winter, spring and fall. The contents
include critical and creative prose, as well as poetry, interviews, and
photographs.
Our scope is interdisciplinary. Past issues have included articles on
topics as diverse as the social implications of genetic engineering,
Melville's deliberate "errors" in Billy Budd, the texts of secret Politboro
resolutions, and the letters of William James. Special numbers have been
devoted to John Steinbeck, to the American Bicentennial, to the poet,
Roberta Holloway, and to Charles Darwin.
Each year, the Committee of Trustees of San Jose Studies awards $100
from the Bill Casey Memoriall;und to the author of the best essay, short
story, or poem appearing in the previous volume of the journal. In
addition, authors of the best art icle, short story, and poem in each volume
receive a year's complimentary subscription.
As a refereed journal, San Jose Studies requires evaluations of
manuscripts by a generalist reader, by a specialist in the area of the manuscript, and by the editors. This process usually takes from six to eight
weeks. Authors receive two complimentary copies of the issue in which
their contribution appears. Ma 1uscripts not accepted for publication will
be returned if a self-addressed, stamped envelope is provided.
Manuscripts, welcome from all writers, should be submitted to:
The Edttor
San Jose Studies
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192
They must be typewritten and double-spaced on standard 81/2 x 11 white
bond. In order to preserve the anonymity deemed necessary for impartial
review, the author's name should appear only on the cover sheet.
Previously published work or multiple submissions are not acceptable
for consideration.
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Forthcoming in the Fall, 1986, San Jose Studies ...
A special issue derived from the Ezra Pound Colloquium held
at San Jose State University in November, 1985, featuring

James Laughlin, "Ez as Wuz"
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